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ABSTRACT
Hypercube structures have received a great deal o f attention due to the attractive 
properties inherent to their topology. Parallel algorithms targeted at this topology can 
be partitioned into many tasks, each of which running on one node processor. A high 
degree of performance is achievable by running every task individually and con­
currently on each node processor available in the hypercube. Nevertheless, the perfor­
mance can be greatly degraded if the node processors spend much time just communi­
cating with one another. The goal in designing hypercubes is, therefore, to achieve a 
high ratio o f computation time to communication time. The dissertation addresses pri­
marily ways to enhance system performance by minimizing the communication time 
among processors.
The need for improving the performance of hypercube networks is clearly 
explained. Three novel topologies related to hypercubes with improved performance 
are proposed and analyzed. Firstly, the Bridged Hypercube (BHC) is introduced. It is 
shown that this design is remarkably more efficient and cost-effective than the standard 
hypercube due to its low diameter. Basic routing algorithms such as one to one and 
broadcasting are developed for the BHC and proven optimal. Shortcomings of the 
BHC such as its asymmetry and limited application are clearly discussed.
The Folded Hypercube (FHC), a symmetric network with low diameter and low 
degree of the node, is introduced. This new topology is shown to support highly 
efficient communications among the processors. For the FHC, optimal routing algo­
rithms are developed and proven to be remarkably more efficient than those of the 
conventional hypercube. For both BHC and FHC, network parameters such as average 
distance, message traffic density, and communication delay are derived and compara­
tively analyzed. Lastly, to enhance the fault tolerance of the hypercube, a new design 
called Fault Tolerant Hypercube (FTH) is proposed. The FTH is shown to exhibit a
graceful degradation in performance with the existence of faults. Probabilistic models 
based on Markov chain are employed to characterize the fault tolerance of the FTH. 
The results are verified by Monte Carlo simulation.
The most attractive feature of all new topologies is the asymptotically zero over­
head associated with them. The designs are simple and implementable. These 
designs can lend themselves to many parallel processing applications requiring high 
degree of performance.
X1
C H A P T E R  1
Introduction
Interconnection networks came about as a natural result of advances in computer 
technology in response to increasing demands for improved system performance. As 
computer systems evolved from the batch-processing models o f the 1960’s to the 
time-sharing models o f the 1970’s, their evolution was basically confined within the 
von Neumann architectural model, with hardware costs being a significant limiting fac­
tor. However, the advent of VLSI technology in the early I980’s had a great impact on 
computer architecture. It is now economically feasible to construct a multiprocessor 
system by interconnecting a large number o f processors and memory modules. In addi­
tion, because of today’s increased performance requirements, the number of functional 
modules (homogeneous or heterogeneous) in parallel processing systems continues to 
rise as the domain o f applications grows. Dealing with this trend is quite a challenge 
to computer architects.
One fact immediately presents itself. System performance in the future can only 
be significantly increased through additional concurrent processing as the speed of 
logic devices reaches a limit. Supercomputers built around few processing units - the 
Cray-2, the NEC SX-2, or the Fijitsu VP 200- may already be within an order of 
magnitude of the technological limit. This theoretical upper bound, i.e. some 3 
gigaflops (billions of floating operations per second), is established by the length of 
time it takes electrical signals to propagate, traveling through the wires at about half 
the speed o f the light. Future scientific problems, however in such fields as fluid 
dynamics, aerodynamics, computational chemistry, weather forecasting, imagery 
analysis, missile guidance, ballistic-missile defense, robot vision, and speech under­
standing, are expected to require processing rates far in excess of that 3 gigaflops limit.
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But by dividing applications among many processors working in parallel, rates in the 
teraflops range- trillions of floating point operations per second- are in theory possible. 
Systems with hundreds and even thousands of processors have already been built, and 
intensive work is now under way to build practical machines that can be expanded to 
accommodate many more processors.
A major problem in designing such machines is the construction of an intercon­
nection network to provide interprocessor communication and , in some cases, memory 
access for the processors. The task of interconnecting N  processors and N  memory 
modules, where N  may be more than one thousand, is not trivial. The interconnection 
scheme must provide fast and flexible communications at a reasonable cost. But for 
such a large number of processing elements, conventional interconnection organiza­
tions, such as timeshared buses, become so awkward that the required performance 
level cannot be achieved satisfactorily. The single shared bus, as shown in Figure 1.1, 
is not sufficient, because its performance degrades drastically as the number o f com­
municating processors increases. Ideally, each processor should be linked directly to 
every other processor so that the system is fully connected, as shown in Figure 1.2 for 
N  =6. In this example, it could be assumed that each node is a processor with its own 
memory. Unfortunately, these configurations are highly impractical when N  is large 
because N - 1 unidirectional links are required for each processor. For example, for 
N —2 10, more than one million unidirectional links would be needed.
An alternative interconnection scheme is the crossbar network shown in Figure 
1.3. In this example, the processors communicate through the memories. The network 
may be viewed as a set o f intersecting lines, where interconnections between proces­
sors and memories are specified by the cross point switches at each line intersection. 
The difficulty with crossbar networks is that N 2 crosspoint switches are needed. As a 
result, the cost of the network grows with /V2, making it infeasible for large systems.
shared bus
00  ©
Figure 1.1. A Shared Bus providing Communications for N Processors.
Figure 1.2. A Completely Connected System for N=6.
0
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Figure 1.3. Crossbar Network.
To solve the problem of providing a fast, efficient communication means at a rea­
sonable cost, many different networks between the extremes of the single bus and the 
completely connected scheme have been proposed in the literature [l]-[9]. There is no 
single network that is generally considered best. The cost effectiveness of a particular 
network design depends on such factors as the computational tasks for which it will be 
used, the desired speed of interprocessor data transfers, the actual hardware implemen­
tation of the network, the number o f processors in the system, and any cost constraints 
on the construction. A variety of networks have been proposed and are overviewed in 
numerous survey articles and books [10]-[17]. In the next section, the design issues 
involved with interprocessor communication techniques as applied to parallel process­
ing systems are explored. The emphasis is on local interconnection networks that 
could, conceptually, fit in a room complex.
1.1 Design Issues
The following issues are considered the most fundamental in the design of inter­
connection networks [3]-[7], [9].
1.1.1 Network Topologies
A network can be depicted by a graph in which nodes represent switching points 
and edges represent communication links. The overall graph representation is called 
network topology. The topology of the network is a key parameter in parallel architec­
tures. Many topologies have been proposed or used. They tend to be regular and can 
be grouped into two categories- static and dynamic. In a static topology, each switch­
ing point is connected to a processor, while in the dynamic case only those switching 
points in the input/output side are connected to processors.
1.1.2 Control Strategies
Control strategies concern how to route data from a source to various destina­
tions. Every network needs a control strategy. The control o f data flow can be 
managed by a centralized controller (centralized control) , or by individual switching 
points (distributed control). Depending on individual network definitions, some net­
works have very simple and effective control strategies while others need relatively 
time-consuming algorithms to calculate the proper control settings for switching points. 
In a manner similar to today’s mail system, each node need an address so that the 
routing path(s) can be uniquely specified. Therefore, address labeling has to be done 
before one can actually specify a proper routing path from a source to a destination.
Data routing can be implemented in two quite different switching methods: circuit 
switching and packet switching. Because of their simplicity, circuit switching networks 
were the first to appear. In circuit switching, a physical path is actually established 
between a source and a destination. This path should remain unaltered for the duration 
of data transfer. Techniques employed for implementing such networks include Time 
Division Multiplexing (TDM) and Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) [13]. In 
packet switching, data is put in a packet and routed through the interconnection net­
work without establishing a physical connection path. Thus, it is possible to send 
many packets o f a message simultaneously because they are independent. These pack­
ets, when in transmission, are controlled by an algorithm which determines their route 
of travel from the source to the destination, called the routing algorithm. Not all pack­
ets o f a message are necessarily transmined through the same set o f intermediate nodes 
in traversing the "path" o f travel between source and destination. Generally, each 
packet is routed individually. Thus, the basic function of the routing algorithm is to 
minimize delay and maximize throughput in the network while being simple to com­
pute, Integrated switching, which incorporates both circuit switching and packet 
switching, can also be implemented for more flexibility in data communication.
1.13 Network Analysis
Various measurements must be performed to observe network characteristics, 
which in turn will be used to decide whether the network is adequate in regard to sys­
tem requirements. Characteristics to be observed include those which are not related 
to communication request distribution, such as combinatorial power, overall cost, relia­
bility, and the number o f connections per node; and those which are related to com­
munication request distribution, such as bandwidth, message delay, and message den­
sity per link. Combinatorial power in permutation is one o f the most important charac­
teristics since parallel permutations o f data are needed in array processing. The quality 
o f parallel algorithms is mostly reflected by the way in which the permutations o f data 
are done. It would be desirable to have an interconnection network which can realize 
necessary permutations in a minimal number of routing steps. The analysis is then 
concerned with the ability o f an interconnection network to realize desirable permuta­
tions and the way it realizes a particular permutation.
1.1.4 Reliability
In multiple-processor systems, reliable processing relies partly on the integrity of 
data communication paths. Since a large network is also prone to be faulty, fault- 
tolerance issues are crucial. A fault-tolerant interconnection network can tolerate faults 
to some degree and still provide reliable and gracefully degradable communication. 
There are several ways to achieve fault tolerance: multiple paths between an 
input/output pair, multiple-port connection, multiple-pass routing, and fault-tolerant 
switching elements. Fault tolerance is an inherent characteristic o f the interconnection 
network. Once the interconnection network has been constructed, there is little one 
can add to enhance its deserved fault-tolerance level. This implies that fault tolerance 
must be considered as one of the prime factors in choosing a proper interconnection 
network for system connection.
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1.1.5 Reconfiguration Techniques
Reconfiguration techniques are used to allocate hardware resources, such as pro* 
cessors and communication switches, to a specific task. The hardware resources allo­
cated are usually interconnected to form a suitable network topology for the task. The 
reconfiguration is typically performed when a task requests resources through a system 
controller. It can also be performed to provide fault tolerance when the current 
configuration contained faulty components. An efficient reconfiguration technique 
should embed various network topologies with very short overhead, while utilization of 
resources remains very high, The reconfiguration technique is particularly important in 
scheduling large-scale systems for high performance computation, since there is a need 
for matching architecture and algorithm and for allocating both processor and com­
munication resources.
1.2 Research Objectives
The main objective o f this work is to develop new hypercube-based interconnec­
tion structures for highly parallel computing systems. The standard hypercube topology 
is selected as the framework for its many appealing features. The new networks will 
thus be relatives of the hypercube. New network topologies are investigated which 
can be obtained by selectively and carefully introducing a small amount of link redun­
dancy to the basic structure aimed at substantially enhancing some critical performance 
measures. It is inconceivable that a single network topology such obtained will be 
able to enhance all performance measures relevant to all parallel processing environ­
ments. However, it is quite realistic to anticipate significant improvement in a subset 
o f network parameters as a result o f adopting a certain link redundancy pattern.
Since the hypercube is an n -dimensional topology, it is practically impossible to 
implement it and still preserve the equal length feature. The natural question is thus: 
Is the standard n -cube (hypercube) the best topology in its class if we disregard the
equal link length requirement? . The answer to this question cannot be a definite one 
since it must be qualified. This work investigates in detail the different responses to 
the above question. The intention is to research topologies based on the hypercube 
with a small amount o f link redundancy.
It is quite evident that performance parameters o f redundant cubes will be mainly 
dependent on the a) amount of redundancy and b) the exact location of the redundant 
links. For example, in a recent study at LSU [18] to improve simulation times of other 
network topologies on redundant cubes, it has been found that specific (limited) redun­
dancy patterns could help to substantially improve the bounds. It is intuitive that cer­
tain redundant link positioning makes the cube-based network capable of efficiently 
performing certain inter-node communication patterns [18]. It is clear that if one is to 
consider improving other aspects o f hypercube performance, such as diameter, then 
positioning o f extra links would be approached differently. For another example, if the 
system is to be much more resilient to node failures, then link redundancy alone may 
not be adequate. Thus, generally speaking, positioning of the redundant links and the 
amount o f redundancy must be approached in the context o f the targeted performance 
measures. The rest o f the dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive review of research relevant to hypercube net­
works. Concepts such as routing, fault tolerance, embedding, and mapping various 
algorithms for this topology are presented. Focusing on hypercube-based networks, a 
brief review of some of these networks is provided. The merits and drawbacks of 
each network are pointed out. Chapter 3 provides the necessary foundation for the 
material in subsequent chapters. This chapter includes the notation and terminology, 
network parameters, and basic routing algorithms for the hypercubes multiprocessors.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the development o f a cube-based network with approxi­
mately halved diameter. The smallest amount o f link redundancy to achieve a halved 
diameter cube as well as the positions of the additional links are determined. For the
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resultant network, namely Bridged Hypercube or BHC, optimal one to one and broad' 
cast algorithms are developed and proven correct. The figure of merits o f BHC and its 
superiority over the conventional n -cube are addressed. Despite having a very small 
hardware overhead, BHC may not be attractive for applications requiring a symmetric 
network. This gives rise to motives for designing a symmetric network with a small 
diameter.
Chapter 5 introduces a symmetric cube-based network called the Folded Hyper­
cube or FHC. Topological properties of the FHC are addressed and some interesting 
features of FHC are revealed. The routing algorithms for FHC are developed and 
shown to be 50% faster than those developed for the n —cube. Network parameters 
such as diameter, message traffic density, average distance, etc. are derived for the 
FHC and compared to parameters evaluated for the n -cube. The FHC can also be 
regarded as an standard hypercube augmented by some spare links. This network is 
referred to as the Fault Tolerant Hypercube (FTH). The fault tolerance capabilities of 
the FTH are compared to those of the standard cube. The chapter also includes the 
reliability evaluation for the n -cube and the FTH and employs an analytical model to 
derive the reliability measures for the above mentioned networks. In this analysis, it is 
shown how the extra links of FTH can be utilized as spares to improve the 
reconfigurability and fault tolerance of the standard hypercube. The thesis concludes 
in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
The Hypercube has recently become a popular architecture for large-scale mul­
tiprocessing computers -intended for applications normally handled by supercomputers. 
More than 100 hypercubes are already in use, most o f them in academic institutions 
and government laboratories. Researchers are learning how to use the technology, 
determine where it is applicable, and develop software tools to support programming.
Hypercubes run multiple programs that operate on multiple sets o f data. Within 
the machine, the individual processing units, called nodes, are independent and com­
municate with each other while executing programs. In some cases, each node has its 
own memory, floating-point hardware, I/O processor, and copy o f  the operating system 
and application programs [ 19]-(22].
The topology is called hypercube because the architecture can be thought of as a 
cube of any dimension, with a node at each "comer". H ie higher the dimension, the 
more nodes there are. For example, a two-dimensional hypercube consists o f four 
nodes connected by communication links to form a square. In a three-dimensional 
hypercube, eight nodes are connected to form a cube. Higher dimension (hyper) cubes 
arc more difficult to visualize. In general, the number of nodes is always a power o f 
2, the exponent representing the hypercube dimension.
The hypercube topology offers a rich interconnection structure with large 
bandwidth, logarithmic diameter, and high degree o f fault tolerance. Another appeal­
ing feature of the hypercube is its homogeneity and symmetry. In contrast with net­
works such as tree or shuffle-exchange, in a hypercube no node or edge plays a special 
role. This property facilitates algorithm design as well as programming. In essence, 
from a topological point o f view, the hypercube provides a good balance between node
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connectivity, network diameter, algorithm embeddability, and programming ease. This 
balance makes the hypercube suitable for a wide class o f computationally extensive 
problems.
Based on various considerations of the foregoing kind, proposals to build large 
hypercube machines have been made for more than twenty years. In 1962, Squire and 
Palais at the University of Michigan, motivated by the hypercube’s rich interconnec­
tion geometry and programming ease, carried out a detailed design of a hypercube 
computer [23],[24]. They estimated that a 12-dimensional (4096-node) version of their 
machine would require about 20 times as many components as the IBM Stretch, one of 
the largest and most complex computers o f the time. Around 1975, IMS, an early 
manufacturer o f personal computers, announced a 256-node commercial hypercube 
based on the Intel 8080 microprocessor, but its design details were not published and 
the machine was never produced. In 1977, Sullivan and Bashkow presented a 
thorough analysis of hypercube architectures, and a proposal to build a large hypercube 
called CHOPP (Columbia Homogeneous Parallel Processor) containing up to a million 
processors [25],[26]. In the same year, Pease published a study of the "indirect" 
binary n -cu b e  architecture, in which a multistage interconnection network of the 
omega type is suggested for implementing the hypercube topology [27].
It is clear that the early hypercube designs were impractical because of the large 
number of components (logic and memory elements) they required using the available 
circuit technology at their respective times. The situation began to change rapidly in 
the early 1980’s as advances in VLSI technology allowed powerful 16/32-bit micropro­
cessors to be implemented on a single 1C chip, and RAM densities moved into the 103 
-106 bits/chip range. A working hypercube computer was not demonstrated until the 
completion of the first 64-node hypercube, Cosmic Cube, at Caltech in 1983 [19]. As 
the hypercube node processor, Cosmic Cube employed a single-board microcomputer 
containing the Intel 8086 16-bit microprocessor and the 8087 floating-point coproces-
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s o t .  Since then, Caltech researchers have built several hypercube machines, and suc­
cessfully applied them to numerous scientific applications often obtaining impressive 
performance improvement over SISD machines o f comparable cost [28].
Influenced primarily by the Caltech work, a number o f commercial hypercubes 
have been developed since 1983. In July 1985, Intel delivered its first hypercube, the 
128-node iPSC (Intel Personal Supercomputer) which had a 16-bit 80286/287 CPU as 
its node processor. Assuming a performance o f 0.07 MFLOPS per node, the 128-node 
iPSC has a potential throughput o f about 8 MFLOPS, far below that o f traditional 
supercomputers such as the Cray-1 (160 MFLOPS) [29]. Other commercial supercom­
puters were also introduced in 1985 by Ametek Inc. [30], and NCUBE Corp. [31]. 
The Ametek System/14 hypercube can have up to 256 nodes, which employ an 
80286/287-based CPU similar to that of the iPSC, with the addition of an 80186 pro­
cessor for communication management. Even though the number of node processors 
in System/14 is twice that of iPSC, the maximum memory per node in System/14 is 
256 Kbytes which is only half that o f iPSC. The NCUBE/10 can accommodate up to 
1024 nodes, each based on a VAX-like 32-bit processor with a peak performance of 
0.5 MFLOPS. Thus, a fully configured NCUBE system has a throughput potential of 
around 500 MFLOPS. This high performance level is supported by extremely fast 
communication rates making the NCUBE/10 a true supercomputer. NCUBE machines 
have been installed at several test sites, including the University o f Michigan since 
early 1985, and have been in general production since December 1985.
Several other hypercube machines with supercomputing potential have been 
developed, mostly in 1986, including the iPSC-VX by Intel, T-series by Floating Point 
Systems, Connection Machine by Thinking Machines Corp. [32], and Mark III by Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory at Caltech [22], All these machines, but the Connection 
Machine, employ a vector processor to boost node performance by an order o f magni­
tude or more. The iPSC-VX consists o f 64 nodes with a maximum memory per node
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of 1.5 Mbytes. T-series is a modified hypercube comprising of 16384 node processors 
each containing one Mbyte memory. The Connection Machine contains 64K proces­
sors, distributed evenly among 4K chips interconnected as a 12-dimensional hypercube. 
The memory size at each node is 500 Kbytes yielding an overall memory size of 
around 32 Gbytes. Mark m  was developed by a joint JPL-Caltech research team. 
Mark III has a 68020/68081 node processor and a vector processor o f the company’s 
own design. It has 1024 processors each containing 4 Mbytes memory.
The trends in hypcrcube technology have been toward faster node processors, 
bigger memories on each node, and higher dimension. Single-board vector processors, 
which boost the arithmetic performance of each node in a system, have also found 
wider use. Such coprocessors offer high performance in repetitive calculations on 
ordered sets of numbers, such as matrices and vectors. Expanding the memory capa­
city of each node greatly increases efficiency, particularly for medium - to large prob­
lems. With more memory, more data can be stored at each node, and more computa­
tions can be performed by the node without exchanging results with other nodes. As 
memory chips cost less and less, nodes with 10’s o f Mbytes will become available. 
The hypercube architecture can fairly take advantage of increased VLSI performance.
Hypercubes have been extensively analyzed by many theoreticians. The funda­
mental properties of the hypercube have been studied in [33]. In that, many appealing 
features o f this topology including ease of routing, high connectivity, fault resilience, 
node and edge symmetry have been revealed. It was found that a wide class o f parallel 
algorithms can either run directly on the hypercube, or can run on topologies embedd­
able in the hypeicube. Since 1985, data communication in hypercubes has received 
significant attention [33]-[38]. Various algorithms for moving data from one node to 
another node, one node to every other node (broadcasting), and every node to every 
other node in the hypercube were developed. Ho and Johnsson [38] provided the most 
comprehensive study in this regard. This study is based on some new spanning trees
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which govern the routings, namely broadcasting and personalized communication, in 
the structure. It is shown that using these spanning trees, communication links in the 
hypercube can be utilized efficiently resulting in some speedup over the algorithms 
developed in the past. The analysis takes into account the size o f data sets, the com­
munication bandwidth, and the overhead in communication. Sending data from one 
node to several nodes (i.e. multicast) is not as straightforward as the other routings. 
Finding an optimal algorithm for multicasting in hypercubes is conjectured to be NP- 
hard, and only some heuristic greedy algorithms have been proposed for this problem 
[39].
Embedding various geometries in the hypercube has received much attention. 
Tree embedding has been addressed by many researchers [33],[40]-[42]. Saad and 
Shultz [33] showed that it is impossible to embed an n -level complete binary tree 
(/t23), consisting of 2 " - l  nodes, into a subgraph obtained by removing one of the 
nodes of the n -cube. Independently, Deshpande and Jenevein 140], and Bhatt and 
Ipsen [41] arrived at the same result. They showed, however, that by stretching the 
edge between the root and one of its sons, it is indeed possible to map an n -level tree 
onto a hypercube of degree n. In this mapping, the extra node of the cube is used 
solely for communication between the root and one of its sons. Wu [42] has discussed 
the embedding of k -a ry  trees.
The above studies showed that when embedding trees (or graphs in general) into 
a hypercube, there is a tradeoff between the utilization of the nodes of the hypercube 
and the maximum edge length of the embedded (guest) graph. Chan and Shin [43] 
introduced two parameters, namely expansion and dilation , to measure the efficiency 
of an embedding scheme. Expansion is the ratio o f the size (number of nodes) o f the 
embedding cube to the size of the smallest cube having enough nodes to embed the 
guest graph. Dilation is defined to be the maximum edge length of the guest graph on 
the host graph. Thus, embedding complete binary trees into the hypercube can be done
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with unit expansion and dilation 2, or unit dilation and expansion 2. The mapping of 
incomplete binary trees is treated in [41], where it is found that the embedding of any 
incomplete binary tree o f size N  into the hypercube can be done with expansion 2 and 
dilation log log N  + 0 ( 1 ) .  Nevertheless, the question "can every binary tree be 
embedded in a hypercube with dilation 2 and unit expansion?" still remains open.
The embedding o f other geometries such as linear arrays, loops, 2-D and multidi­
mensional meshes have also been the focus of many researchers. The common core in 
all embeddings is the concept o f Binary R eflected Gray Codes or BRGC [44]. The 
Gray Codes are successive binary numbers differing in precisely one bit. This coding 
allows embedding of linear arrays of any size less than 2n into a hypercube of order n 
[33]. Johnsson [45] showed that any loop of length t can be embedded into an 
n -cu b e  so long as / is even and 4 <, I <.2n (n^2). The constraints on / arise since 
in any hypercube of order 2 or more, there is no odd cycle or cycle o f length less than 
4.
Compared to embedding trees, the embedding of meshes has been considered to a 
lesser extent. As in embedding linear arrays and loops, attempts to embed the mesh 
structure on the hypercube have been based on BRGC [33],[45]. In these works, it is 
shown that any m 1xm 2x..md mesh in the d-dim ensional space can be mapped into an 
n -cube where n = p \+P2+ +Pd and p, =log2<m() for \< i< d . Although such embed­
dings guarantee unit dilation, expansion in the worst case is 2*~l for A-dimensional 
meshes. A recent result shows that this expansion is best if the unit dilation is insisted 
upon [46],[47]. Chan and Chin [43] relaxed the constraint o f unit dilation in order to 
improve the expansion. They gave an embedding scheme for an infinite class of 2-D 
meshes with dilation two and minimum expansion. The expansion obtained for most 
of such 2-D meshes is one. However, just as in tree embedding, it is not known yet if 
there is a scheme to embed 2-D meshes into a hypercube with dilation two and unit 
expansion. Also, worth mentioning, is the work by Ho and Johnsson [48] who have
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proposed a method for embedding 2-D meshes which yield dilation two and minimum 
expansion.
In addition to embedding some popular topologies in the hypercube, this architec­
ture can be employed to simulate (i.e. perform) the functions of networks such as 
PM2I, Qliac, and Shuffle-Exchange with little or no hardware overhead [49]. In this 
case, the hypercube is modeled as an SIMD machine. It was found that an n —cube 
can simulate any of the above networks in at most n steps. The overhead for the 
simulation includes masks to activate particular groups of node processors for data 
transfer, and data registers to preserve the data in intermediary nodes.
As mentioned earlier, the hypercube can lend itself to the execution of parallel 
algorithms which realize the rich interconnections inherent to this structure. Many 
efforts, most notably at Yale University, have been launched to develop efficient algo­
rithms which can run directly on the hypercube [35],[50]-[52],[53]-[61]. Johnsson 
[35] developed a few algorithms for matrix transposition, matrix multiplication, matrix 
factorization, and solving triangular linear systems using Gauss-Jordan elimination. 
These algorithms are mainly based on two storage schemes (i.e. data structures), 
namely cyclic and consecutive and BRGC encoding of rows and columns of the 
matrices. The multiplication of two arbitrary shaped matrices is treated in [50]. In 
that, it is shown how the choice of algorithm with respect to the total execution time 
(arithmetic and communication) depends on the shapes o f the matrices, and the number 
o f processors relative to the size o f matrices. Several other algorithms, targeted at the 
hypercubes, can be found in the literature for matrix multiplication [36],[51],[52], 
matrix transposition [53], the solution of sparse systems of linear equations [54], and 
the Fast Fourier Transforms [55],[56].
Algorithms for stable dimension permutations have been proposed by Ho and 
Johnsson [57]. A stable dimension permutation is specified by a permutation func­
tion defined on the bits of the address field of node processors in the n -cube . The
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k  -shuffle permutation, the bit reversal permutation, and matrix transposition are spe­
cial cases of stable dimension permutations. In [57], lower bounds for this problem 
were found both for one-port and n -port communications. Later, this problem was 
extended to the generalized s h u ffie  permutations where the permutation is performed 
on the address field (rather than the bits o f the address field), and few algorithms were 
developed for this problem [58].
In addition to linear algebraic algorithms, some graph algorithms have been sug­
gested for execution on the hypercube. These algorithms include Maze routing [59], 
all pairs shortest paths [60], and dictionary machines [61], to name a few.
Most o f the research effort on hypercube architecture has focused on the fault 
free situation. Some researchers have investigated the fault tolerance of the hypercube 
[62]-[63], They have shown that this topology is extremely fault resilient, and its per­
formance under highly faulty conditions will not degrade drastically, so long as the 
network diameter is selected as a criterion for fault tolerance. Becker and Simon [64] 
examined the problem of finding the minimum number f ( n tk ) of faulty components, 
necessary for an adversary to make any (n - k  ) cube faulty +. Since there exist many 
ways to choose a faulty set F  with I/7 J = f ( n , k ) ,  in the analysis they allowed an 
"intelligent" adversary to distribute the faulty components in the worst case fashion. 
However, this work does not give a precise characterization of hypercube fault toler­
ance since the worst-case situation considered in the analysis is very unlikely to occur. 
Besides, for k >2 only bounds on /(n.Jfc) are given which are not very tight. An 
attempt to characterize the reliability o f hypercube structures as network components 
begin to fail was launched by Abraham and Padmanabhan [65]. Their study showed 
that even though the n -cube is destroyed by the very first component failure, the cube 
is quite resilient in terms of its ability to support several smaller subcubes in the
t  Reversely formulated: The existence of an (n - k ) dimensional healthy cube 
is guaranteed, unless there are at least /  (n Jk) faults in the n -cube.
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damaged structure.
Enhancement o f the fault tolerance of the hypercube has also been the subject of 
a few studies [66],[67]. In [66], approaches for implementing concurrent fault- 
detection in the processing nodes are examined. It is shown that a hypercube structure 
can be decomposed hierarchically, and redundancy can be employed at several levels 
so that it can be utilized efficiently. Sparing is strictly local and similar to those sug­
gested in [68] for 3-D VLSI arrays. In [67], some communication links are added to 
the structure to enhance the communication reliability o f the network. This approach 
was shown to improve factors such as connectivity and Tw o-Term inal reliability in 
the network.
Fault tolerance routing/broadcasting has been addressed in the literature [69] ,[70]. 
In these works, routing is achieved by going around the faulty node. This approach 
can be used only if it is possible to identify the faulty nodes "on-line". In another 
approach, fault tolerance is achieved by sending multiple copies of the message 
through disjoint paths. The nodes that receive the message identify the original mes­
sage from the multiple copies using majority voting [71]. This approach has the advan­
tage o f not having to identify the faulty nodes during the normal operation of the sys­
tem. This advantage is especially important in critical real-time applications. A 
different method for reliable broadcasting in the hypercube has been recently proposed 
[72], In that, the broadcast algorithm is performed by sending multiple copies of the 
message via disjoint paths to other nodes. The salient feature of this algorithm is that 
the delivery of multiple copies is transparent to the processors receiving the message 
and does not require the processors to know the identity o f the faulty nodes. The 
algorithm can tolerate O (n ) faulty nodes/links and has the time complexity of O ( n ).
2.1 H ypercube-based Networks
A number o f other interesting architectures closely related to the hypercubes have 
been proposed in the literature [73]-[77]. As in hypercubes, these structures are
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constructed in a multi-dimensional medium and allow message delays to increase as 
slowly as log/V, where N  is the number of node processors. Each network has been 
characterized by determining several key factors in the design of interconnection net­
works. These factors include degree of the node (8), diameter (d ), number of com­
munication links (L),  average inter-node distance (d),  and message traffic density (p) 
[74] ,[75]. Additional factors in comparing topologies include ease of routing messages 
between nodes, communication reliability, and ease of laying out the design onto a 2-D 
plane for VLSI implementation. These factors together indicate the suitability of each 
topology for parallel processing applications. In the following, some of these topolo­
gies are addressed and comparatively analyzed.
2.1.1 N earest Neighbor Mesh
The regular nearest neighbor mesh consists o f WD nodes placed in D dimensions 
with W nodes per dimension. Each node is connected to two neighbors in each 
dimension. This architecture was used for the slave processing element connections on 
the SIMD Illiac IV [77]. The familiar 2-D mesh array consisting of N = W 2 with end 
around connections is an example of this family of networks. Figure 2.1 illustrates a 
2-D mesh with W  =4. Wittie [74] has analyzed this architecture and determined such 
factors as diameter, average node distance, and message traffic density. He has dis­
cussed the scalability o f the mesh connected networks in detail. Essentially, there are 
two ways in which network size {N~WD) may increase:
1) dimension D may be fixed and width W may grow as N l/D or
2) width W  may be fixed and D may increase as \ogwN .
Each extreme has its advantages and disadvantages. If W grows as N ]iD, the number 
o f connections per node is constant. The same module can be used for each node 
regardless o f network size. However, diameter, average distance, and traffic density 
increase relatively rapidly, as the D  th root o f N .
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Figure 2.1. Nearest Neighbor Mesh (N=*42).
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If W is fixed, as N  increases, (i.e. the IV-ary cube where W >2), both diameter 
and average distance increase only as slowly as \ogw N , whereas the average traffic 
density remains constant. However, connections cost grows as N\ogwN  and, in par­
ticular, the number o f connections per node ( - 2D)  grows as log^A /. Slow growth 
(log/V) in average distance is very desirable. With log/V growth in average distance in 
the network, allocation of tasks to nodes is easier since the nearness of communicating 
nodes is guaranteed, even in very large networks.
However, a log/V increase in connections per node means that fixed width, 
expanding dimension hypercube meshes cannot be arbitrarily extended if standard 
modules are used for nodes. A standard node would have to include the 2D local 
ports for the largest possible dimension D . After D is reached, N  can be increased 
only by changing W and causing an increase in average distance and message density.
2.1.2 Cube-Connected Cycles (CCC)
The n -cube is not very suitable for VLSI implementation, since each of the 2” 
nodes in the system is connected to n other processors. In 1981, Preparata and Vuille- 
min [73] proposed a cube-based network with an efficient VLSI layout. The CCC is a 
standard cube where each node in the hypercube is replaced by a set o f PE 's intercon­
nected as a loop. This net wort i  proven to be a feasible substitute for the cube net­
works in many applications gv . it can lend itself to efficiently solving a large class of 
problems including FFT, som..g, and permutations [73]. A CCC of dimension D con­
sists o f N  =D x2d nodes for some integer D . A CCC with D =3 is shown in Figure
2.2. In a CCC, each node is connected to exactly three links: two links to neighbors 
on the same cycle (cycle-links), and one link crossing the hypercube in one of the n 
dimensions to the corresponding node in another cycle (cross-link).
Although the low degree of the node makes CCC implementable on a VLSI chip, 
it reduces the fault tolerance capabilities o f the network since there exist only three
2.2. Cube-Connected Cycles (N=3x2 ).
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disjoint paths between any pair o f nodes in the network.
2 .1 3  A rb itra ry  H ypercubes
A standard D  -cube  can be visualized as a structure o f dimension D  and base 2 
consisting of 2°  nodes. Arbitrary hypercubes are extensions to the standard hypercube 
where there exist W  nodes at each dimension and thus W D nodes in the structure 
(W>2).  Bhat has shown that this class of networks possess attractive graph properties 
[78]. The main difference between the mesh and arbitrary cube lies in the number of 
neighbors o f each node. While in the mesh each node is connected to only two neigh­
bors at each dimension, in an arbitrary cube each node is connected to all W -1  nodes 
residing at the same dimension.
As in the mesh, there are two ways to increase the size of the network. If W is 
fixed and D  grows, the diameter, the degree of the node, and the average distance 
grow proportional to logw A . The number o f links increases as N\ogw N . The message 
density stays the same regardless of the network size. Keeping the dimension con­
stant and increasing the base W will result in an increase in degree o f the node propor­
tional to the D  th root o f N . Nevertheless, as N  grows, the diameter and the average 
distance remain the same as before. When W grows, the number o f links in the net­
work increases very rapidly at the rate o f N x N l/D resulting in less message traffic 
density in the system.
2.1.4 G eneralized H ypercubes
This class of cube-based networks was proposed by Bhuyan and Agrawal [75] in 
1984. The interconnections are based on a mixed radix number system and the tech­
nique results in a variety o f cube structures for a given number o f processors A , 
depending on the desired network diameter. Let N  be represented as a product of r ( ’s,
n
r ;> l for l£ t£ n  or N  = F [ '( , i-e. there are ri nodes at dimension i . Figure 2.3 shows a
/=i
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generalized hypercube where N  -  4x3x2. The class o f arbitrary hypercubes is a subset 
o f this class where r,*=r for all i ’s. The generalized hypercubes support a wide range 
of N , the number of processors in the network. This is in sharp contrast with the arbi­
trary cube where N - r n for some integers r  and n . Since N  may be factored in several 
ways, for constant number of processors more than one network can be obtained.
In generalized hypercubes, there is a tradeoff between the average distance and 
the diameter on one hand, and the the degree of the node and connections cost on the 
other hand. Therefore, the designer has some freedom in choosing a network with 
desired network parameters.
The generalized hypercube has a large degree of the node and hence too many 
links. The large number of links available in this structure adds to the complexity of 
the structure, but improves parameters such as connectivity, average distance, and mes­
sage traffic density. On the other hand, for an arbitrary N  t it may not be possible to 
determine rx's and n such that the resultant network has the desired performance 
parameters.
Note that unless there is a high message traffic in the network, the connections 
cost may not be justified. A cost optimal (minimal number o f links) GHC with fixed 
diameter "r"  is obtained if rt=NX/n for all l i iS n  [75]. Therefore, arbitrary hyper­
cubes are in fact cost optimal GHC’s where the cost is directly related to the number 
of communication links in the network. If the cost factor % is defined as the product
n
of the diameter and the links per node, a discrete optimization of -1 )  with
»=1
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respect to r and subject to the constraint that r i ' i  = N  and integer values of r ( *s,
i=i
yields an optimal structure. It is conjectured [55] that for N  being a power of 2, an 
absolute cost (£) optimal GHC is obtained when n = Q o g ^  J . This optimal GHC is 
called OGHC.
Figure 2.3. Generalized Hypercube (N=4x3x2). 
(reproduced from [75])
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There are some other variations o f the standard hypercube in the literature where 
the improvement in network performance is either not significant or offset by some 
undesirable byproducts due to the change. For instance, recently Esfahanian et al [79] 
introduces the Twisted Cube which can be obtained from an /i-cube  by exchanging 
two parallel links in any cycle o f four nodes by two crossed links (Figure 2.4). As the 
result of this link swapping, the diameter o f the n -cu b e  is reduced to n -1 .  Also, an 
n -level binary tree can be mapped in the structure with unit dilation. The Twisted 
cube is clearly not symmetric and may not be suitable for some parallel processing 
applications.
Figure 2.4. Twisted 3-cube (N=23).
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In all networks considered above, there exist dedicated, point to point, passive 
links between every pair o f nodes. There is a rich literature, however, pertaining to 
cube-based networks which use shared busses for processor interconnectioi's such as: 
Spanning Bus Hypercube and Dual-Bus Hypercube [74], and Spanning Multiaccess 
channel hypercubes [76]. The attractive features of such structures are, mainly, low 
degree of the node and low diameter. The applications for such networks are res­
tricted, however, by the limited bandwidth of the single bus spanning several nodes.
2.2 Performance Comparison
The performance measures for the live structures discussed above are shown in 
Table 2.1. Arbitrary hypercubes offer the lowest diameter for W >4. However, this 
attractive feature is offset by high connections cost and degree of the node. Note that 
the OGHC is a special case of the arbitrary cube where W =4. The CCC has a large 
diameter and average distance, due to the low degree of the node and low number of 
links in the network. Observe that the average message density is constant for the 
a -c u b e  and the OGHC, since the average distance and the network size grow at the 
same rate as the number of links. In a mesh, the average message density is propor­
tional to W , whereas in the arbitrary cube this factor is proportional to \ ( W . This fac­
tor is linearly proportional to D  in CCC. Table 2.2 gives the parameters for various 
networks of size 64. Since OGHC is the same as the arbitrary cube in this example, 
another version of a four dimensional GHC is considered. As can be seen, the arbi­
trary cube offers the lowest diameter and largest number o f links. While CCC enjoys 
possessing the lowest degree of the node and number of links, it has a large diameter 
and average traffic density making it not so desirable under heavy load conditions.
The idea of the work presented in this thesis is to investigate new cube-based net­
works which can offer better overall performance than those offered by the aforemen­
tioned networks. A network with a diameter o f an arbitrary cube and a constant 
degree of the node of a CCC may represent a desirable target structure.
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Table 2.1. Performance Measures of some Hypercube-Based Networks.
Structure N d 8 L P
n —cube 2* log// log// 0.5 N log// 05 log// 1.0
Mesh WD 0.5 W D 2D D N 0.25 W D 0.25 W
Arb. cube W° D D (W-l) 0.5 D ( W - l ) N O (W-l)/ w 2/W
OGHC 4" 0.5 logjV 1.5 log// 0.75 N log// 0.375 log// 0.5
CCC D *2? 2.5 D - 1 3 1.5 D 7 D / 4 5 D / 4
Table 2.2. Performance Measures o f 64-Node Hypercube-Based Networks.
Structure N d 8 L d P
n-cube 2* 6 6 192 3 1.0
Mesh 41 6 8 256 3 1.0
Arb.cube 4* 3 9 288 2.25 0.5
OGHC 4* 3 9 288 2.25 0.5
GHC 2J x 41 4 8 256 2.54 0.5
CCC 4 x 2* 9 3 96 7 5
CHAPTER 3
Notation and Background
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the necessary foundation for the material 
in subsequent chapters. The notation and terminology, adopted throughout the 
remainder o f this dissertation, are introduced. A graph theoretical model of the 
n -cu b e  is reviewed, and significant properties o f this topology are pointed out. The 
chapter also includes one to one and broadcast algorithms for the hypercube multipro­
cessors. In addition, network parameters including those discussed in Chapter 2 are 
examined more closely for hypercube networks. Aspects o f fault tolerance in hyper­
cubes such as connectivity, two-terminal reliability, f-fault diameter, and container are 
also included. Such performance measures provide appropriate reference for judging 
the merits (or demerits) o f new hypercube-based architectures.
3.1 Graph Theoretical Model of the n-cube
Let G (V ,E)  be a finite graph without loops or parallel edges, with the node set 
V (G )=V and the edge set £  (G )= £ . When G is known from the context, the sets 
V (G ) and £  (G ) will be referred to by V and £ ,  respectively. If an edge e=(u ,v )e £ ,  
then the nodes u  and v are said to be adjacent and the edge e is said to be incident 
on these nodes. The degree, degc  (v ) of a node v € V  is equal to the number of edges 
in G which are incident on v . A tree is a connected graph which contains no cycles. 
A graph G (V ,£ )  is a subgraph o f  another graph F (V  ,E ), if  V  (G )cV  (F ) and 
£ (G  ) c £ ( f ) .  When V (G )= V (£), then G is called a  spanning subgraph F .  A sub­
graph o f a tree is referred to as a subtree. The distance d c  (u ,v ), between a pair o f 
nodes u and v in G , is equal to the length (in number o f edges) o f the shortest path 
joining u and v . The diameter o f G is the maximum distance between two nodes in
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G over all pairs of nodes in V .
An n -dimensional hypcicube (i.e. n -cube) can be modeled as a graph Gn (V,E),  
with |V | = N  = 2n , \E | = n 2"-1. Each node represents a processor and each edge 
represents a link between a pair o f processors. Nodes are assigned binary numbers 
from 0  to 2 " - l  such that labels of any two neighbors differ only in one bit position. 
Links are also labeled from 0 to n -1  such that link i connects two nodes whose labels 
differ in the i th bit. An n -cube denoted by Qn for n £2 can be defined recursively in 
terms of the graph product operation x as follows[80], where Kj=Q  i is the complete 
2-node graph:
Qn = K 2 x  Q n -l
Figure 3.1 illustrates the hypercube topology for n <4. As illustrated in the figure, Qn 
is composed of two copies o f Qn-\ Also, observe that there are n ways to partition a 
Qn into two G„_i*s.
For each node u e V (G n), let a (u ) denote the binary label of this node. The 
Hamming weight of a node u is defined to be the number of l ’s in a ( u )  and is 
denoted by | |a ( u ) | | .  The class o f nodes o f Hamming weight i is denoted by Wt . 
Also, let ® denote the bitwise exclusive or (XOR)  operation on binary numbers. 
Then, e = (u ,v )e E(Gn ), iff | |a (u )  © a (v ) | |= l .  This implies that degCii(uy=n for 
every node u e V (G n). Also, 4ca(u ,v )= ||a (u )  © a ( v ) | | ,  for every pair o f nodes 
u ,v € V (G„).
3.2 Topological p roperties of th e  n-cube [33]
A binary n —cube has N  = 2n nodes, diameter n , ^ j nodes at distance i from a
given node, and n node disjoint paths between any pair o f nodes. The paths are either 
of the same length as the Hamming distance between the end points o f the paths, or 
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Figure 3.1. The n —dimensional Hyperucbe Topology (/? ^3).
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of communication links at each dimension is N 12 yielding a total o f nN 12 bidirectional 
links in the structure. The n -cube is also vertex and edge symmetric. More formally, 
given any pair o f nodes u and v in the cube, there can be found an automorphism 
which maps u to v.
3.3 Routing algorithms in the n-cube
3.3.1 One to One Routing
If a message is to be sent from node u to a neighboring node v such that a (u ) 
and a (v )  differ only in the ith  bit, link i must be traversed. Alternatively, traversing 
link i from a node u is referred to as correcting the ith  bit in a(u) .  If two nodes 
have a Hamming distance of i ,  i bits in the source label must be corrected. These i 
bits can be corrected in any order. This implies that there exist t! distinct paths of 
length i between two nodes of Hamming distance i +. The following algorithm per­
forms the routing between any pair o f nodes, namely u and v , in the n -cube  [34].
One to One Algorithm: 
input: a ( u ) t a (v );
Begin
a ( w ) = a ( u )  © a ( v )
Step 1: Route the message sent from u via a path composed
of links corresponding to non zero bit positions in a ( w ) t in any 
order.
End.
t  These paths are not always node/link disjoint, however.
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3.3.2 Broadcasting (One to All Communication)
Broadcasting data from a single source to all other nodes in a multiprocessor sys­
tem is an important operation. It is used in many parallel algorithms such as matrix 
multiplication, the solution of irreducible linear systems, and forming transitive closure 
[38].
In the n -cube , any spanning tree can be used to broadcast data from a single 
source to all other nodes (such as a Hamiltonian path). A node replicates the data as 
many times as the out-degree of the node in the spanning tree. In broadcasting one 
element (or packet), the minimum number o f routing steps + is n . Any spanning tree 
with height n can achieve this lower bound, if each node can send out data through all 
the links connected to it during one step. In broadcasting M  elements using a packet 
size o f B  elements, and by pipelining the communication from the root toward the 
leaves along any spanning tree of height n , the number o f routing steps becomes 
rAf/Zfl + n -  1, which is not optimal [38]. Since each node has a fanout o f n , the 
lower bound for the number of routing steps is \M /Bn 1 + n -  1. In order to achieve 
this lower bound, the data set has to be split into n subsets, each of which is commun­
icated over a distinct communications link from the source node. It follows that the 
nodes adjacent to the source node must be roots o f subtrees spanning all but one node 
of the cube (the source node). The length of the subtrees is n , and the lower bound 
for the number o f routing steps, assuming concurrent bi-directional communication, is 
\m  /Bn 1 + n [38]. Next, routing algorithms for broadcasting based on a Spanning 
Binomial Tree (SBT) and Multiple Spanning Binomial Tree (MSBT) are reviewed. 
First, the topologies o f SBT and MSBT are defined as in [38]. Then, the communica­
tion complexity o f each topology is reviewed.
t  Time-wise
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3.3.2.1 Spanning Binomial Tree (SBT)
The problem of broadcasting in an n -cube from a given node s  is one o f finding 
a spanning tree in G rooted at s . The spanning tree rooted at node 0 of an n -cube 
contains the edges that connect a node u with the subset o f its neighbors having 
addresses obtained by complementing any bit o f leading zeroes o f the binary encoding 
of u [33]-[38]. For clarity, the algorithm in [38] is briefly reviewed, adopting the 
same notations with minor modification. For an arbitrary source node s , the spanning 
tree is simply translated by a bitwise XOR  operation on all addresses with the address 
of the source node, i.e. a (v )=a (u ) © a (s ) is formed. Complementation of those bits 
of a (u ) that correspond to the leading zeroes of a (v )  defines the edges o f the 
translated spanning tree. More precisely, let a (J )=(.*«-i-r«- 2* ■£<>)• a (u )=(*</»- i Mn-2 - u o)« 
and fl(v)=(vn_1vB_2..Vo), where vm=sm 9  um . Let vt = l and vm=0, V m>k with 
k = -1  for afvJsO " +. More specifically, k  is the highest order bit position of a (v )  
that is 1. Let children(u.s) be the set o f child nodes o f node u in the spanning binary 
tree SBT rooted at node s and define the set MSBT{u j ) *  [n - l ,. .Jk + l ]. Then,
Let parent (u,s) be the parent of node u in the spanning tree rooted at node s . Then it 
follows that.
It can be seen that children and parent functions are consistent. Figure 3.2 shows a 
spanning tree generated by the children (or parent) function in a 4-cube.
childrensm (u , s )  = t(un_1un_2..uB1..u0)],
parentSBT {u ,s )
t  Hereafter, the superscript in a binary notation is a repetition factor.
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3
Figure 3.2. Spanning Binary Tree (SBT) for a 4-cube.
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3.3.2.2 Multiple Spanning Binomial Tree [38]
The Multiple Spanning Binomial Tree (MSBT) graph can be viewed as being 
composed of n SBT’s with one tree rooted at each o f the nodes adjacent to the source 
node. The SBT’s are rotated such that the source node o f the MSBT graph is in the 
smallest subtree of each SBT. The MSBT graph is then obtained by reversing the 
edges from the roots of the SBT’s to the source node . After the edge reversal each 
SBT becomes an ERSBT {Edge Reversed Binomial Tree). The diameter of MSBT 
graph is n+1, since the source node is adjacent to all the roots of the SBT’s used in 
the definition of the MSBT graph, and each SBT is o f height n . The total number of 
edges in the n SBT’s is (N - l ) n ,  which is n less than the total number of directed 
edges from the roots o f the SBT’s toward the source node. The SBT’s used for the 
construction of the MSBT graph can be obtained by translation and rotation of the 
SBT defined before. The SBT rooted at node 1(V is referred to as the j th SBT
of the MSBT graph. The j ,k ERSBT is obtained from the j th SBT by reversing the 
edge directed to node 0" (i.e. the source). Let a(u)=(M „_i..n0), and k  be such that 
ak =1 and am =0, V m  e Mm sbt{i , j ) where MMsffr{i J )={(k+l)mod n t(k+2)mod n ,  
..,{ j- \)m o d  n J. For a (u )=0/*, define *= -1 . For the yth ERSBT of the MSBT graph 
with source node 0, the set o f child nodes o f node u  is defined as follows.
(Un_V.Uj..U&
t  - 1  ■ . . U q )  ] ,
V m e M MSBT( i J ) ,
{{un_l ..un ..u0) ) t
V m  e  Mmsbt (i J  ) \ ^ j j , 
0.
childrenMSBT (u J  ,0) =
if Uj= 1, k=j \
if U ;=l, k * j ;  
if Uj=0,
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P a r e n tM S B T («  J  .0) =  * (« » -i ■ ■ “ o>*
(wb_i ..ma..m0).
if A=—1; 
if u; =0, Jfc*-1; 
if  Uj-1.
Figure 3.3 shows an MSBT graph with source node 0 in a 3-cube.
It has been shown [38] that the n directed ERSBT’s are edge-disjoint and the 
height of the MSBT graph is minimal among all possible configurations of n edge- 
disjoint spanning trees.
As with SBT, for an arbitrary source node s , an MSBT graph can be defined by 
translating the MSBT graph rooted at node 0. This can be done by taking the XOR of 
all labels in the MSBT graph rooted at node 0 with the label of s .
3.3.3 Communication Complexity of SBT- and MSBT-based Broadcasting
3.33,1 Spanning Binomial Tree
Assuming all ports can send or receive a message concurrently, pipelining can be 
employed to speed up the broadcasting. The number o f steps for the message to arrive 
at the node farthest away from the source is at least n . When this node has received 
all packets, the broadcasting is terminated. Hence, (M /fil+ n -1  steps are needed to 
perform the broadcasting [38].
3.3.3.2 Multiple Spanning Binomial Tree
If communication is allowed to take place on all pons concurrently, the packets 
can be split to n and sent to different subtrees in the MSBT graph. Since the height 
o f MSBT is ft+1, by employing pipelining it follows that the number o f steps to per­
form broadcasting is \M /Bn 1 + n [38].
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Figure 3.3. Multiple Spanning Binary Tree (MSBT) for a 3-cube.
(reproduced from [38])
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3.4 N etw ork P aram eters for the n-cube
For a multiprocessor network, parameters such as diameter, degree of the node, 
message traffic density, and inter-node message delay are crucial and may be used to 
evaluate the performance o f the network [73], These parameters have been already 
discussed in Chapter 2 for several hypercube-based networks including the standard 
n -cube . Here, the focus will be on the average internode message delay and fault 
tolerance measures.
3.4.1 Average Distance (d )
The summation of distances o f all nodes from a given node (source) over the 
total number of nodes determines the average distance of the network. Average dis­
tance plays a key role in determining the queueing delay in a computer network. For
the n -cube, there exist nodes at distance i from a given node. Thus,
3 .4 3  Cost (£)
A network with large diameter typically has a small degree o f the node but 
suffers from long delay in interprocessor communication. On the other hand, a small- 
diameter network usually has a large degree of the node. The loop and fully con­
nected networks are two such examples. It is desirable to have a computer network
N  -  1
3.4.2 D iam eter ( d )
From the earlier discussion, the diameter for an n -cube is
d — n
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with small diameter and degree of the node. Thus, for a symmetric network, a cost
factor £ can be defined as the product of the diameter and the degree o f the node (i.e.
number of links per node) [75]. For the n -cube it follows:
% = d n -  n 2
3.4.4 M essage Traffic Density (p)
This factor is defined as
Average message distance x number o f  nodes
^ *  total number o f  links
Assuming each node sending one message to a node at distance d  on the average and 
considering the availability of n x N /2  links to accommodate such a traffic, for the 
n -cube  it follows:
d  N  ,  d  _  ,
P  ------= 2  — =  1; jV :»n x N 12 n
3.4.5 Average message delay (T)
One of the crucial factors in performance analysis o f a computer network is the 
average message delay (T) [81], T  can be obtained by taking the average delay o f all 
inter-node message delays through the network. To determine T ,  a hypercube-based 
network is modeled as a communication net with the ith channel represented as an 
A//M/7 system with Poisson arrivals at the rate X, and exponential service time of 
mean l/p c ; , p  being average service rate and ci the capacity of the tth channel. In 
addition, the following assumptions are made:
i) Each node is equally likely to send a message to every other node in a fixed
time period.
ii) The routing is prefixed. This implies that a unique path exists through the net­
work for a given origin-destination pair. Conventionally, a node may transmit
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the message along the direction of the right most differing bit.
iii) The load is evenly distributed, i.e. ^  is the same for all i .
iv) The capacity o f all channels are the same, i.e. c( is the same for all i .
Under the above conditions, the delay of the network is given by [81]:
_  m X, w
d (  Z  < -f>  > 2
T   ------— -----= --------
p C ( l - d O
where,
M  = total number of directed links,
X  = £ X i =  M  Xj  ,
i=i
r  = utilization factor + , and 
M
C = J^Ci = M  , c, total capacity of the architecture.
i = i
Due to the symmetry and homogeneity of the n —cube, the above formula can be sub­
stantially simplified. Assuming all links are bidirectional,
M  = ( y ) 2  («)
Hence,
d { ^ ) 2 { n )
T  = -----   _
j i C ( i - d r )
With constants (i,C, and N,  the above delay can be normalized as
j* _  d (n )  
i - d  r
t  r  i  is the average rate at which messages enter the network per unit
of link capacity ( y is the mean number of total messages flowing through the 
network). This factor reflects the utilization of the communication links. 
Large values o f T correspond to heavy load conditions in the network.
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3.5 Fault Tolerance Capabilities of the n-cube 
3.5.1 Connectivity
The connectivity c o f a graph is the minimum number o f nodes that must be 
removed to disconnect the graph or reduce it to a  solitary node [82]. Frequently, this 
factor is used as a measure of the fault tolerance capability o f a network [71],[75],[83]. 
For a symmetric network, this factor is the same as degree of the node. The connec­
tivity o f the n -cube is n [33]. This implies that up to n -1  nodes can fail without dis­
rupting the network +.
3.5.2 Two-Terminal Reliability [84]
This factor (also referred to as path reliability) is an important criterion to evalu­
ate the reliability of a communication network. The Two-Terminal Reliability between 
two nodes u  and v is defined as the probability o f finding a path entirely composed of 
operational edges between u and v . Finding the exact solution for this factor in the 
n -cu b e  is extremely difficult, since there may be too many paths between two given 
nodes sharing one or more links. Later in Chapter 5, a lower bound is given for the 
two-terminal reliability o f the n -cube.
3.5.3 Container
A set o f node-disjoint paths is termed as a container [71]. The width o f a con­
tainer is the number of node-disjoint paths it includes. The length o f  a container is 
the length of the longest path in the container. The best container o f a given width 
between two nodes is the one of the shortest length [71]. Containers have many uses. 
For instance, by sending a message along different paths, the message will arrive at its
t  Disrupting here means that an operational node (or more) is disconnected 
from the rest of the network due to failures.
destination correctly if a majority o f the paths have all nodes nonfaulty. Moreover, if 
a pair o f nodes has much communication, congestion can be reduced by sending mes­
sages along various paths. In a network with little traffic, long messages can be 
received earlier by sending individual packets along various paths. With the existence 
o f wide containers, fault tolerance capabilities o f a network can be remarkable. In an 
n -cube, the width of the best container between two arbitrary nodes, namely u and v , 
is n and the length o f this container is r+2 where r  is the Hamming distance between 
u and v . This parameter will be quantified for the n -cube  in Chapter 5.
3.5.4 f-Fault Diameter
As mentioned in Section 2.6.1, connectivity is a common criterion of fault toler­
ance of a network. A regular network of connectivity n is guaranteed to remain con­
nected for any /  faulty nodes (/< /*). However, while the connectivity of the network 
is preserved under /  faulty nodes, the resulting diameter o f the graph- a measure of 
communication delay- might significantly increase. An / - f a u l t  diameter, d f , o f a 
graph is defined to be the maximum of the distances over all possible graphs that can 
occur with at most /  faults [43]. In a regular graph of degree n , dn=°° (since if all 
neighbors o f any node fail, the graph becomes disconnected). O f particular interest, 
therefore, is dn_\. Short /  -fau lt diameters are desirable. It has been shown [43] that 
for an n -  cube, dn_\=rt +1. This indicates that even under highly faulty conditions, the 
performance of the n -cube will not degrade drastically.
CHAPTER 4
Bridged Hypercubes
As discussed earlier, the diameter of a computer network plays a significant role 
in its performance, since it establishes a lower bound on the communication delay 
among the nodes in the network.
A network with few communication links usually has a large diameter. Clearly, 
one can reduce the diameter by adding some extra links to the network. However, a 
design with too many links may not be satisfactory since it imposes a high degree of 
the node and high communication cost on the network. The loop and completely con­
nected networks are two extremes in the spectrum of networks with various diameters 
and communication costs. For N  nodes in the network, the loop has a low communi­
cation cost iO (N )), but a large diameter (O  (N )). On the other hand, the completely 
connected system has a diameter o f one but suffers from tremendous communication 
cost (O (/V2)). One can make a compromise between the communication cost and 
diameter by introducing a cost factor y  defined as the product o f  die diameter and 
number o f links in the system +. The objective then, will be to minimize this factor.
In this chapter, the problem of improving the cost o f a hypercube-based structure 
by adding some redundant links to the standard hypercube is considered. A new archi­
tecture called Bridged Hypercube (BHC) is then introduced. The roost attractive 
feature of the BHC is that its diameter is approximately half the diameter o f a hyper­
cube o f the same dimensionality. Link redundancy in the BHC is small and tends to
t  Some researchers [75] have used the product o f the diameter and the de­
gree of the node as a cost factor. This makes most sense in symmetric net­
works where the degree of the node is the same for every node. The factor y  




zero as the hypercube dimension grows yielding an asymptotically overhead free 
design. One to One and Broadcast algorithms are developed for this topology and 
proved to be optimal. The chapter also includes another topology with fewer links and 
slightly larger diameter. The advantages and disadvantages o f the new topologies are 
compared to those of the n -cube.
4.1. Reducing the Network Diameter
Some researchers have considered improving the diameter o f interconnection net­
works by adding redundant links to the structure. The Chordal Ring [5] and X-Trees 
[9] are two examples obtained by adding certain links to the ring and tree networks, 
respectively. These designs are very cost-effective and have a low communication 
overhead. Clearly, the diameter o f the hypercube can be reduced in the same way. 
However, unlike the ring or tree structures, determining the number of redundant links 
and their positioning in the hypeicube is not very straightforward. Let r  be the 
optimal number of links to be added to an n -cu b e  to halve the diameter. There are 
n 2n~l links in the n -cube . On the other hand, if the cube were fully connected, it 
would have 2”-1 (2W — 1) links. Thus, the number of ways to choose r links from the 
space of possible redundant links in the n -cube  is:
2*- 1(2 ', - n - l )
r
This value, even for small n, leads to a combinatorial explosion. Thus, the problem of 
finding an opdmal placement for redundant links is intractable unless some constraints 
are introduced to the problem (along with a systematic methodology to position the 
links).
One possible constraint is to limit redundant links to those which would join 
nodes located at two opposite comers of the cube, i.e. links connecting nodes whose
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Hamming distance is n Each extra link is referred to as complementary link (since it
connects two nodes whose labels are complements) or c -link  for short. This is indeed 
a greedy approach to reduce the diameter, for intuitively, the best results may be 
obtained if extra links connect pairs o f nodes with maximum distance. Imposing this 
constraint on the type of extra links serves two purposes. Firstly, the search space for 
the optimal or near-optimal extra links in order to reduce the diameter by a certain fac­
tion o f extra links from a constrained set tends to simplify the routing algorithms sub­
stantially. Next a new structure, which is a redundant hypercube with extra links sub­
ject to the above constraints, is introduced.
4.2. The Bridged H ypercube (BHC)
As mentioned earlier, the nodes of an n -cu b e  can be partitioned into various
classes based on their Hamming weights. More precisely, a class consists o f j^ j
nodes, each having i T s in its label. Thus, two adjacent nodes belong to two distinct 
classes o f nodes whose weights are two consecutive integers. The adjacency relation­
ship between the two classes mentioned above is shown in Figure 4.1. Observe that 
each dash between two classes IV; and W,+1 represents all links joining nodes o f these 
classes. This does not necessarily mean that every node in Wl is connected to every 
node in Wi+1.
Lem m a 1 : There exist exactly i links between the two classes Wt_] and Wi , 
ISf i n .
Proof: Each node of 1V(- is connected to i distinct nodes in IVri_1 through i distinct 
links. Each of these nodes is obtained by setting any one of the i l ’s in a node of
t  This also implies that links connect mutually exclusive nodes, meaning no 
two extra links will be incident on the same node.
2»-l
tor is substantially reduced (this space contains only choices). Secondly, selec-
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weight i to 0. There exist (*? j nodes in W,. Therefore, the proof is complete. □
In order to have simple routing schemes, the c —links are placed only between two 
classes of nodes rather than being scattered all over the network. More specifically, 
the c -lin k s  join two classes of weights W( and W„_, where 0£ i fin/2. Pictorially, it 
appears that the diameter will be halved approximately if the c -links join classes Wnl4 
and W3„/4 which are in the middle of intervals [W0 , tVn/2] and [Wn/2 , ], respec­
tively (Figure 4.2). This gives rise to a new topology called the Bridged Hypercube 
(BHC) formally defined as follows. A BHC of dimension n  is an n -cube with every 
node u e W n/4 connected to its complement via an extra link, and according
to a prefixed labeling scheme. The set o f extra links is called a bridge. Figure 4.3 
shows a BHC of dimension 4 with the bridge established between classes W } and W3. 
To avoid the clutter, certain links are indicated by labeled arrows. Links connecting 
pairs o f nodes with similar labeled arrows are intended. Next, one to one and broadcast 
algorithms are developed for this structure. The number of hops needed to perform 
these routings is at most n /2 + 1  (approximately half that required in a conventional 
n -cube).
4.2.1. O ne to O ne R outing in BHC
In the BHC, node classes of various weights can be partitioned into four Groups 
as shown in Figure 4.2:
Group I: [Wi: O S i  < n l4}
Group II: {Wj. n /4  fiy < n/2]
Group III: n /2  fi it < 3n/4)
Group IV: {Wt . 3n/4 £ / f i n )
Consider an arbitrary pair o f nodes, say s and d  for source and destination. Let 
Si and dj be the i th bits o f the binary labels o f s and d , respectively. Define a 2-tuple 
gi such that
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Figure 4.1. Adjacency Relationship between W  classes in the n —cube.
GROUP I GROUP n
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V.__________________ v
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Figure 4.3. The BHC(4) Topology (dashed lines represent the bridge).
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gi rn (Sfdi) 0 £  i £  n - l  
Clearly, gi can take on four values, namely 00, 01, 10, and 11. Now define the fol-
gi — 0 0 ), 
gi -  01),
Si = 1 0 ).
& = 1 1 }, for 0  £  / £  n - 1.
lowing sets:
Moo - (Si
M m ■ ( g i
M io ® { gi 
M n  *  f gi 
It is further assumed,
I M o o  I =  S f  I M Q j  I =  8 2 ,  I M  , 0  I =  8 3 ,  I M u  I =  6 4 ,
where IX I is the cardinality of set X . Denoting the Hamming distance of s and d  by 
dH (s ,d ), one can easily conclude that dH{sM ) = §2 +  63 .
T heorem  1: The diameter o f the BHC(n) is at most n /2  + 1.
Proof: As a proof, algorithms for routing a message between any two nodes are
developed. It will be shown that, according to these algorithms, any pair of nodes can
communicate in no more than n!2 + 1  hops.
If 82+63£n 12, the routing is performed as in conventional hypercube by correcting 
the differing bits in s (relative to d )  one at a time. In such cases, the number o f hops 
is thus £/i 12. Therefore, it is assumed hereafter that 82+^ i>n /,2.
The two nodes s and d  can belong to any o f the four groups defined earlier 
resulting in 16 different cases. Due to the symmetry of the structure (with respect to 
the bridge), groups I and II are similar to groups IV and III, respectively (see Figure 
4.2). Thus only two cases for which s resides in I or II and d  is located anywhere, are 
considered.
Case (i): s in I and d  anywhere.
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Define A i  n /4  -  ( 83  +  8 4 ). Two subcases arc considered:
Subcase (a): A £ 6 j
Algorithm I. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement any A bits * o f M qq.
Step 2: Take the c -link .
Step 3: Complement the remaining differing bits 
in s and d  one at a time.
T im e Complexity:
Since s is in I, 6 3 + 6 4 0 1  /4 and 0<A£n /4. By complementing A bits of in s , 
a node s' e  Wnl4 is reached. Note that complementing these A bits is necessary to 
reach a node in Wn/4 where a c - lin k  (bridge) is available. At this point, 
dH (s',d)=A+52+63. Having arrived at s ' , the c —link incident on s ' is taken to reach a 
node d  e  W 3n/4 where dH(tf  ,d)=n-(A + 62+63). There are A hops in step 1, 1 hop in 
step 2, and n -(A+62+63 ) hops in step 3. The Number of Hops (N H ) needed to reach 
d  from s is thus,
NH  = A + 1 + w  — ( A + 62 + 83 ) = ft +1 —( 62 + 63 ).
Since &2+&3> n /2 ,
N H  < n + 1 -  n /2  or NH Z n /2 .
Thus the theorem is correct for this subcase.
Subcase (b): A > 6 j
Assume A=6 j+£, where A£n/4.
t  The implication of this statement is to use the links o f the n -cu b e  
corresponding to the specified bits one at a time, in "A" hops.
Algorithm 2 . 
input: s and d .
Step I:  Complement all bits of in s .
Step 2: Complement e bits o f M 01 in s .
Step 3: Take the c -link.
Step 4: Complement the differing bits one at a time.
Tim e Complexity:
In step 1. A hops are needed to reach a node d  e W H/4. Changing 6 t bits of Af qo 
will increase the distance from d  by 5 lt then changing e  bits in Af01 will reduce this 
distance by £. Therefore, at this point, d //=61+52+63-c . In step 2, the c -lin k  is taken 
to arrive at a node d  e W 3 n /4  where dH =n -(S )+82+83- 6 ). The differing bits in d  
and d  are complemented one at a time to arrive at d . Total number o f hops is there­
fore,
NH  = 6 j + e + 1 + n -  ( 5 t + 63 + 83 -  e)
=  n +  1  +  2 e  —  ( 8 2  +  6 3 )
But,
£  =  A — 6 j  —  n 14—( 6 3 + 6 4 ) — 8 ]  —  n /4—( 8 1 + 8 3 + 8 4 )
and since 81 +82+83+84=^1 * £=̂ 2_ ^n It follows,
NH = 8 , + S4 + 2&2 -  3n/2 + 1 = ( 63 -  83 ) -  n /2  + 1 
But 52- 8 3< n . Thus NH  /2, and the theorem is correct for this subcase.
Note that in the above algorithm, e bits which were initially correct, are comple­
mented and then corrected back. This is merely a consequence of not having c-links 
everywhere. Bits in the source node label must change in order to arrive at the site of 
c -links, i.e. WnfA.
Case (ii): s in n  and d  anywhere.
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Since s is in II, n /4  £  83 + 64 < n/2 . Let £*(63+84)—n /4. Two subcases are dis­
tinguished:
Subcase (a): A £ 6 4
Algorithm 3. 
input: s  and d
Step 1: Complement any A bits of M n  in s .
Step 2: Take the c —link.
Step 3: Correct the differing bits one at a time.
T im e Com plexity:
In step 1, A bits o f M n  are complemented to reach s 'e  W„/4, where 
dH Or',(0 =82+63+A. In step 2, the c -lin k  is taken to arrive at c teW 3„/4 where 
d/jUT,d)=n~i&2+^3+A). The differing bits are then corrected in step 3. Thus,
NH  = A + 1 + n  -  (82  + 63 + A )
-  n + 1 -  ( 62 + 83 )
Since 6 j + 63 > n /2, NH  £ n /2. Thus the theorem is correct for this subcase.
Subcase (b): A > 6 4
Assume A = 64 + e. Depending on the values o f 62 and 63 two subcases are dis­
tinguished:
Subcase (bl): 6 3 <8 2
Algorithm 4. 
input: s and d .
Step 1: Complement all 54 bits of M u .
Step 2: Complement all £ bits o f A /|0.
Step 3: Take the c-link .
Step 4: Correct the differing bits.
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Tim e Complexity:
Simitar to the discussion for Algorithm 2 , it follows,
NH  = 84 + e + 1 + 8 i + e = 8 j + 84  + 2e + 1.
Since e = A -  S4 = ( 83 +  84 ) -  n /4 -  84 =  83 -  n /4, NH  is given by:
NH = 8 , + 84 + 283 -  n /2  + 1 
= n -  82 + 8 3 - ^ / 2 4 - 1 
= n /2  + 1 +  ( 83 — 82 )■
and since 83<S2, NH  £n /2 . Thus, the theorem is correct for this subcase.
Subcase (b2 ): 83 S 82
Define A' ■ 3n /4 -  ( 83 +  84 ). The routing is performed as follows:
Algorithm 5 . 
input: 5 and d
Step I : Complement A' bits in and then
in M 01 if  necessary.
Step 2 : Take the c -link.
Step 3 : Correct the differing bits.
T im e Complexity:
If A' £  8j, then,
NH  = A' +  1 +  5 , -  A' +  84 = 8j +  84 +  1 £  n /2 .
For A' > 8j, let A' =  8j +  e'. Following Algorithm 5, 8 t bits and e' bits are comple­
mented in the sets M 00 and Af01, respectively, to arrive at s 'e  W/3n/4 where 
dH (s' td )  = 8j +  83 +  8j — e \  Next, the c —link is taken to arrive at a node &  where 
dH (dt ,d)=S4 + e'. Finally, in step 3 , 84 + e' hops are taken to reach d .  Therefore,
NH — 8 j + £, + 1 + 84 + e '  — 8 j + 84 + 1 + 2e'
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On the other hand,
e ' = A' -  8 j = 3n/4 - ( 8 3 + 84 ) -  8 1 = 8 2 -  n/4.
After some algebraic manipulations, it follows:
NH — n /2  + 1 + 6 2 - 53 . But 62 -  83 £  0, thus NH  5  n i l  + 1.
Since N H in /2  + 1 for subcases (b l)  and (b2), the proof is complete for all cases. □
Observe that in Algorithm 5 (as in Algorithm 2), e' bits are complemented and 
corrected back in order to use a c -lin k . Moreover, note that this is the only case 
where NH  can be at most n/2+1. The other algorithms require at most n /2  hops to 
route a message between a given pair o f nodes. Note that in each algorithm, the mes­
sage is guaranteed to reach the correct destination. This is true since conventionally in 
the standard cube, the destination is reached by correcting 82  and 83 bits belonging to 
sets M 01 and A/10, respectively. This is indeed equivalent to using the c-link (thus 
complementing all n bits in the label), and then changing bits belonging to sets M qq 
and M  j ! in the BH C(«).
Theorem  2: The diameter o f the BH C(n) is n /2  + 1.
Proof: It is sufficient to show that at least one pair of nodes can be found with a 
minimum distance of n / 2 + 1 .  Consider two nodes s e W 0 and d e Wn . Optimal 
routing between these nodes can be achieved using Algorithm 1. It takes n /4  hops to 
arrive at lVn/4, i.e. the site o f c-links. One hop is required to traverse the c -lin k , and 
finally n /4  extra hops are needed to reach Wn from W3jt/4. The total number o f hops is 
therefore, NH  = n/2 +1. □
The flowchart in Figure 4.4 depicts the one to one routing algorithm for the BHC.
►CORRECT THE DIFFERING BITS 
ONE AT A TIME
G E l D
► DETERMINE
M00* “ oi* S o  ANO M|i ; 
S i -  I M qo l i  
S t- I M0| li 
#5" I Mio li
V 'M n  I; 
A*AB8 (S|+S4 — 
A '-A ssts^+ a^-
•CHANGE A  BITS IN Mao 
FIRST AND IN M0 , IF 
NEEDED
•  TAKE THE C -L IN K
•  CHANGE A  BITS IN 
M u FIRST AND IN 
M io IF NEEDED 
TAKE THE C-LINK
Figure 4.4. Flowchart of One to One Routing in the BHC(n). 
(ABS(X) is absolute value of X)
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4.2.2 Broadcasting in BHC
By Theorem 2, the diameter o f the BHC is n /2  + 1. In this section, an optimal 
broadcasting algorithm is presented which is of complexity n / 2 + 1 .  As in the 
n -cube , the description o f the broadcast algorithm will be based on defining a span­
ning tree for the network graph which has the minimum height. The broadcast tree 
will be defined by the children (or parent) functions for every node of the network.
The spanning broadcast tree (SBT), described in Chapter 3, has a height o f n . 
This means that broadcasting can be performed in n steps, assuming concurrent opera­
tion on ports of every node. Observe that in the ith  step o f the SBT algorithm, all 
nodes of weight i are covered. The adjacency relationships between classes o f nodes 
Wt in accordance with SBT algorithm are depicted in Figure 4.5.
Now, suppose a message is to be broadcast from node 0 " e  W0 in the BHC(«). 
The data flow is shown in Figure 4.6. The message is first broadcast such that all 
nodes belonging to classes W  j through Wn(A are covered. Nodes of Wn/4 in turn send 
the message to nodes o f classes Wnt^ . t and W3rt/4. In the next phase nodes of Wn/4+] 
send the message along the chain until all nodes of Wrt/4+2 through Wnf2 are covered. 
At the same time, nodes o f W 3b/4 send the received message to nodes on the right and 
left corresponding to classes H/3n/4_t and W3n/4+1, respectively. The broadcasting then 
continues in both branches until all nodes of weight Wn/2+i and Wn are covered. The 
figure does not give any information regarding the connections among individual nodes 
in the broadcast tree. In the following, a broadcast algorithm will be devised specify­
ing the relationships among individual nodes. This algorithm conforms with the adja­
cency relationship between different classes o f nodes described above and guarantees 
that each receiving node gets the message exacdy from one node.
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Figure 4.5. Dataflow through W classes according to BST in a 4-cube.
W 0 W
W n * -  ^ - 1
n/2W n/4 W nf4 + 1  •• ^
I
W 3n/4 ^ 3 n / 4 - l  W « / 2 + l
Figure 4.6. Dataflow through W  classes according to BST in the BHC(/i).
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The broadcast algorithm for the BHC is based on the Bridged Spanning Tree 
(BST). The children and parent functions are to be described for BST. For a node u 
in the BHC, the following parameters are defined:
k: The highest order bit of u that is 1, or uk = 1 and um -  0, V m > k with
k  = - 1  for u=0 .
k.': The highest order bit of u that is 0, or uk> = 0 and up = 1, V p  > k '.
Moreover, let children (u) be the set o f child nodes of node u in the BST and 
define:
For n >4, BST can be specified as follows:
a) For 0 £  ||u  )| £  n/2, 3n/4 + 1 £  ||u  || £  n
- ||u ||=rt/4
Mb st(u ) m {« —1 , .. , * + 1 )
.* '+ U
chitdrenBST ( « ) = * {  {un_xun^  « o)).
V m e M BST(u)





b) For n/2  + 1 £  ||u  || £  3n/4:
| |u ||=3rt/4
childrenssj-iu) = 4 i(un^ u n_2 .up .u0)},
<fc
\\u ||* 3 n /4  , ||u  ||* /i/2+ l 
||u  ||= n /2+ l
V w e % ( « )  , V p e P BST(u)
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parentBST (u ) = 1
(UM_lU,,_2..Uo). 
(u„_i un_2..irk'..u0).
II u  ||=3n/4  
||u  ||*3n /4 .
If n =4, the BST is described in the following simple form:
[(*i3..hwi..u0)}, 
childrenBsr(u ) = ' {(u3..um. . « ( , ) , ( 2^1 “ o))- 
.♦*
V m e M g f f i u )
||u  ||=0  o r ||u  ||=3
ll« 11=1
||u  ||=4





Theorem  3: Broadcasting in the BHC(n) using the BST scheme described above 
(from the source node 0 "eH ^0) can be performed in n /2  + 1 steps.
Proof: It must be shown that all nodes o f the BHC (except the source) uniquely 
receive the broadcast message in at most n i2 + 1  steps. It can be readily seen that the 
children and parent functions in BST are the same as those in SBT for which the 
correctness proof is given in [34]-[38]. The only case in BST which is different is 
case (b) where the message continues to be broadcast from nodes of W 3^,4 all the way 
down to Wn f2+1. Observe that this case is the dual of the case where the message pro­
pagates from WntA all the way up to W/t/2_1. Based on this principle, k ' has been 
defined by changing 1 to 0 in the definition of k . Attributing the set PBST to k ' , the 
children and parent functions can be easily obtained as given before for the interval 
t^3n/4  . W m tM l
It takes n /4  steps for the message to reach all nodes of Wn/4. One step is 
required to cover and lV3rl/4 simultaneously. Broadcasting then continues in the
intervals: [Wn lM  . WHn1* [ ^ 3«/4- i  . w nn+\\> and [W3n/M  , W„}.
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The number o f hops to complete broadcasting is therefore,
NH  = n /4  + 2 + max [ n /4 -2  , n /4 -2  , n /4 -1  ] = n /2  + 1 .  □
In the above analysis, it is implicitly assumed that n is divisible by 4. The exten­
sion to cases where n is an arbitrary integer is straightforward. Table 4.1 gives the
diameter obtained by adding | ^ j  links to the standard n -cu b e  for an arbitrary n ,
where m=  l /t /4 j. In all architectures, the bridge is established between classes o f Wm 
and .
Table 4.1. The Diameter and Number of c -links of the BHC(n).
n diameter (d) A L
Am 2m + 1 t )
Am + 1 2m + 2 fc)
4m + 2 2m + 3
4m + 3 2m + 4 t )
4.3. Narrow Bridged Hypercube (NBHC)
The number o f links in the BHC bridge may be substantially reduced at the 
expense of a small increase in diameter and slightly more complex routing algorithms. 
In the following a network called Narrow Bridged Hypercube (NBHC), with fewer 
bridge links and slightly larger diameter, is presented.
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Let p  be an integer such that O ip ^ n - l .  Define W'n/4(p )<zWn/4 and
W' ̂ , /4(p )czW 3n/4 for a given p  such that:
W '.rtC p )- (11: = 1 and u e W n/4)
{v: vp = 0 and v e iV 3n/4}
where up and vp represent the p th  bit position in u and v labels respectively. An
NBHC(rt, p ) is constructed from an n -cube by establishing a bridge between W'n/4(p )
and W*3^,4(p ). Next, the diameter o f the NBH C(n, p )  will be determined by develop­
ing one to one routing algorithms for this network.
4.3.1. One to One Routing in NBHC
Theorem 4: The diameter of the NBHC(n, p ) is n (2 + 3.
Proof : see Appendix I.
The flowchart for routing between two nodes in the NBHC(n, p  ) is given in Fig­
ure 4.7. Observe the complexity of the routing in this case as compared to that o f the 
BHC. The extension of the above analysis to the case where n is not divisible by 4 is 
straightforward and can be carried out in the same manner as in the BHC.
4.3.2. Broadcasting in NBHC
The broadcast tree for the NBHC is the same as that of the BHC except for two 
additional steps. More specifically, according to BST (i.e. broadcast tree for the 
BHC), at the end of message transfer from Wnt4 to tV3n/4 those nodes o f W3n/4 whose 
p th  bits are 1 have not received the message due to the absence o f c  -links. However, 
every node u e  W3fl/4 and labeled as un_]Un u )U0 can get the message via a path
1**0 ***«—l**n—2 - ^ p  -WiWo ” U l u 0
where xy indicates that the y  th bit o f  the label is x  (x e  {0 , 1 }), and k  is a bit order in 
u  which is 1. Broadcasting then continues as in BHC. One can readily observe that
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Figure 4.7. Flowchart of One to One Routing in the NBHC(/i). 
( ABS(X) is absolute value of X )
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the complexity of the broadcasting algorithm is n 12 + 3. This is indeed the diameter 
o f NBHC which implies that the algorithm is time-optimal.
4.4 Performance Analysis of BHC and NBHC
Since BHC(n) is an augmented form o f the n -cube, it possesses some attractive 
features o f the /t-cube  and some more. The diameter o f the BHC(it) is n/2+1. 
Therefore, for parallel algorithms which heavily rely on the shortest paths between 
nodes, the BHC may remarkably outperform its hypercube counterpart. In the 
BHC(n), every c -link  is incident on a node of Wnt4. Thus, the number of links
required to establish the bridge is: ( ^ 4 ) ’ yielding a total number o f links
L -  n 2"_1 + {^”4 ] . On the other hand, the diameter of the BHC is n /2  + 1. Thus, 
the cost factor y ,  defined earlier in this chapter, for the BHC will be:
Va//c = (n /2  + 1) x [ (n 2 ',_1) + [^”4 ]  ]
The NBHC(n) has a diameter o f n l2+3. The number of links comprising the
bridge of the NBHC (extra links) can be obtained by noting that the p th  bit o f any
node of Wni^ incident on a c -link is always 1. There exist ^ 4 ^ 1  ) =^  L1/4 ]  suc^
links. Observe that reducing the number of links in the BHC bridge by 75% will only 
increase the diameter by an additive constant of 2. This fact reveals the inherent tra­
deoff between the link redundancy and the network diameter. Table 4.2 shows the 
number of c -links in BHC (AZ. and NBHC (AL 2) for various network dimensionali­
ties. For the BHC, the link redundancy (n -cube being the reference) is very small and
less than 1% for n>8. The link redundancy is clearly even less for NBHC. The total
number o f links in the NBHC is n 2"“*+-j Thus,
Vnbhc  = (n/2 + 3) x [ (n2" *) + ^ ” 4  j]
6 6
Table 4.3 shows the costs of the standard cube, BHC, and NBHC for various n . 
Observe that the cost of the BHC tends to half that o f the n -cube as n grows. The 
cost o f the NBHC lies between the costs o f the n -cube and BHC.
One major disadvantage of the BHC (or NBHC) is its asymmetry. The asym­
metry arises since the bridge is set up between a subset o f nodes o f the network and 
according to a fixed labeling scheme. For this reason, derivation of other network 
parameters such as average intemode distance or message traffic density is extremely 
difficult. Intuitively, these two factors are improved in the BHC (or NBHC) due to 
addition of some extra links.
As illustrated in the flowcharts in Figures 4.4 and 4.7, routing in BHC (or NBHC) 
is complicated when compared to the simple one to one routing in the standard cube. 
In addition, broadcast algorithms developed for BHC and NBHC are based on the 
assumption that the source node is O'*. Nevertheless, some applications require the 
data to be broadcast from different source nodes. Devising a general algorithm for a 
BHC or NBHC may be a tedious task and difficult to implement.
The fault tolerance of the BHC and the NBHC is the same as that of the n -cube 
if connectivity is to be a criterion to measure this aspect. However, BHC (or NBHC 
to some extent) is more resilient than the n -cube when factors such as Two-Terminal 
Reliability are considered. The merits o f the n -cube , BHC(n), and NBHC(n) are 
summarized in Table 4.4. It is worth mentioning that even though performance 
improvement in the NBHC may not justify its complexity, the analysis o f this network 
is o f theoretical value.
Table 4.2. The Link Redundancy in BHC and NBHC.
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n ^  1 ~LbHC ~LH~cub€ A L t -LnBHC n-cuAc AL a(%) AL z(%)
8 28 7 2.73 0 .6 8
12 2 2 0 55 0.89 0 .2 2
16 1820 455 0.34 0.09
2 0 15504 3876 0.15 0.04
24 134596 33649 0.07 0 .0 2
28 1184040 296010 0.03 0 .0 1
Table 4.3. Cost comparison for the n -cube, BHC, and NBHC.
n
V = d  x L
n-cube BHC NBHC
8 8.19x10s 5.26x10s 7.22x10s
12 2.94x10s 1.74x10s 2 .2 0 x 10s
16 8.38X106 4 .73xl0 6 5.77X106
2 0 2 .10x 10s 1.16x10s 1.37x10s
24 4.83xl09 2.61xl09 3.03x109
28 1.05x10" 0.56x10" 0.64x10"
Table 4.4. Merits o f BHC and NBHC as compared to those o f n -cube.
Merits BHC NBHC
Diameter n f  2 + 1 n i  2 + 3
Extra links (  n ) v n /4  }
i f  "  1 
4  * n /4  >
Average message density slightly lower slightly lower
Average distance lower lower
Cost approximately half more than half
Routing slightly complicated complicated
Connectivity same same
Two-Terminal Reliability better better
C H A P T E R  5
Folded Hypercubes
Although the BHC has a low diameter, its asymmetry is a nuqor drawback. This 
chapter investigates the possibility o f enhancing the hypercube performance where the 
symmetry o f the network is o f concern. A new symmetric network called Folded 
Hypercube or FHC is proposed. Basic routing algorithms for the FHC are developed 
and shown to be 50% more efficient than those for the n -cube. The network parame­
ters discussed in Chapter 3 are derived for the FHC. For each parameter, the FHC is 
compared to the n-cube. The redundant links in the FHC can be utilized as spare 
links to enhance the reliability o f the network. Such a network is referred to as Fault 
Tolerant Hypercube or FTH. The Chapter includes some interesting properties o f the 
FTH such as: high communication reliability, high subcube reliability, and the graceful 
degradation in a faulty environment
5.1 The Structure of the Folded Hypercube (FHC)
A Folded Hypercube of dimension n , i.e. FH C(/t) can be constructed from a stan­
dard binary n -cube by connecting each node to the unique node that is farthest from 
it. To formally describe the structure, the model for standard hypercubes used in 
Chapter 2 is employed.
5.2 Graph Theoretical Model of FHC.
An n -dimensional FHC can be modeled as a  graph Fn (V ,£*), with the same set 
o f vertices as in Gn (V ,E ) (the graph of an n -cube) and with the edge set o f &  which 
is a superset o f E such that \E? |= |£  |+W /2=(n+l)2"_I. Clearly, G„ is a spanning 
subgraph of Fn . In addition, e = (u ,v )e E (F ) , iff ||o (u > ®  o ( v ) | | - l  or n . The
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requirement | |a ( u )  © a (v ) ||= n  implies that in F , each node is connected to its 
farthest node via an edge (link) hereafter referred to as complementary link + or c -link. 
A link is labeled i if  it connects two nodes whose addresses differ in only the ith  bit. 
A c -lin k  is labeled by c (or n interchangeably). A path is represented by the labels 
o f the links composing it. For instance, the path 0—>1—>2 consists o f links whose 
labels are 0,1, and 2. Figure 5.1 shows an FHC(3) network constructed from a 3-cube. 
The dashed lines represent the complementary links added to the 3-cube to obtain the 
FHC(3).
5.3 Topological Properties of the FHC.
Let F  represent the topology of an FHC(n ). Every node u with address a {u ) in 
F  is connected to n nodes at Hamming distance 1 and one node at Hamming distance 
n . The latter node is reached via a complementary link and its address is obtained by 
complementing all n bits of a (u ). Therefore degF (u )= n + l, and F  is regular of 
degree n+1. Since every node in F  has n+1 neighbors, it is necessary to remove at 
least n+1 nodes to disconnect F . Thus, it follows:
Theorem  5: The node connectivity o f the FHC(n) is n+1.
From Theorem 5, the following lemma results:
Lem m a 2: The number o f node-disjoint paths between any two nodes in the FH C(n) 
is n+1.
Proof: This follows directly from Menger’s Theorem [82].
The diameter o f FH C(n) is established in the following theorem:




00] 1010 0 0 100
Figure 5.1. The Structure of the FHC(3) 
(dashed lines represent the c -links)
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Theorem  6: The diameter of FHC(n) is fc/21 ( f e l  is the smallest integer greater 
than or equal to x ).
Proof: Consider any pair o f nodes (« ,v )€V  with ||a  (u ) © a ( v ) | |  = Tn/2] + i where 
- f n / 2 l <  i <. I/i/2 j and U J is the greatest integer smaller than or equal to jr. If 
- f n /2 l< j£ 0 ,  u  and v can communicate in at most f/i/2 l hops by correcting the 
differing bits in their addresses one at a time. For 0<a'£ l/i /2 j, a path can always be 
established between u and v by using the c -link which connects u to its farthest node
u ' . The Hamming distance between u ' and v is clearly n -  ( fn 12 ] + i ) -  \ji!2 J-i.
Therefore d (u ,v )= l+  l/i /2 J-i and since i is assumed to be positive, d(u  ,v )^  Tn/2l 
V M, V€ V. □
Observe that in G , the Hamming distance between two nodes specifies the length 
of the shortest path between them. This is not necessarily true in F , for two adjacent
nodes in F  may have a Hamming distance of n . To make a distinction between the
Hamming distance and the shortest distance, the Hamming distance between two 
nodes, say u and v , is denoted hereafter by dH (u ,v ). Note that in F
d(u  ,v ) = min ( dH (u ,v ) , n - d H (u ,v ) +1 )
From the above expression, the following useful property o f F  can be stated:
d (u ,v )  = dH (u,v)  for 0 < r f t f ( u ,v ) £  r« /2 l
d  (u ,v )=n -df f  (u ,v ) +1  for \n i l  \ < dH (u ,v ) 5  n
for every pair o f (u ,v )eV . This means that in routing algorithms, the shorter path 
between two nodes can be selected. Avoiding unnecessary communication delays and 
message congestion are important features of this scheme.
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Theorem  7: The number of nodes at distance i from any node in the FHC(n) is
Proof; Denote the set of nodes in F  at distance i from a given node u  by (u ). Let 
|W j(u)j be the cardinality o f A/, (u ). Note that the FHC, similar to the n -cube , is 
vertex-symmetric, i.e. given any two nodes u  and v, there exists an automorphism of 
the graph F  which maps u  to v . Thus, without loss o f generality, the argument u can 
be dropped in the above terms. Two cases are considered.
Case 1; 0< i<  \ n l l \
There are |”  j  nodes in G at Hamming distance i from u (this is the well known 
property of the n -cu b e  [33]). Since G is a spanning subgraph o f F , there exist at 
least ^  j  nodes in F  at distance i from u . Now consider the node u' incident on the
c -link emanating from u . There exist ( j* ] ]  nodes at distance i - 1  from u '(note that
the Hamming distance o f these nodes from u is n - i '+ l) .  The distance o f such nodes 
from u (via the c -link) is therefore i - l + l = i .  Observe that if a c -link is not used in 
forming a path, the distance o f such nodes from u becomes n - t+ 1  which is greater 
than i . Therefore,
j ^ t 1 j ,  where 0</<  For /=  f« /2 l, this number is ^ 2+ 1 ) ôr evcn n an<* *s
Case 2: i=  fn /2 l. For this case 2 subcases are distinguished:
case (2a) n is even,
case (2b) n is odd.
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This is because when n is odd, any node v e N lari'] would have d( u , v )  
= n -  In /21+1= l/i /2 j+ l=  ln /2 l  =dH(u tv). In other words, the set N  \n a -\ contains 
nodes with the same Hamming distance and actual distance of i = [n /2 l  from u . □
The FH C (n) structure is modular in the sense that any lower dimension FHC can 
be formed from it. To see this, the following theorem is introduced:
Theorem  8 : Given an FH C(n) and an integer £ such that 0 < £ < n , an FH C(£) can 
be constructed out o f nodes and links available in FH C(n).
Proof: Let 0 < k < n . Denote the graphs of £ -cube and FH C(£) by G* and Fk, 
respectively. It is immediate that any Gk is a subgraph of Gn t  ( i.e. any A:-cube can 
be obtained out of an n-cube). Therefore, only the c -links have to be established 
between nodes o f Gk to obtain an Fk . For clarity, denote a complementary link in a 
£ -dimensional medium by ck . Label the nodes of the Gn such that all nodes in Gk 
have all 0 ’s in their n —k  left most bit positions. Consider a node u with the address 
a (u )=(()"-* ut _ ,..u 1u 0) and its complement node u ' with the address 
a («' )=(0 ""* Sjt-i ■ A virtual ck link can be formed between u and u'
by taking any o f the following paths:
Path 1: cn -*  n - 1 —> • • • —» £+1 —> £
Path 2: n - 1  -+ n - 2  —+ ■ - - —¥ k —> cn
t  This is true since any Gn can be decomposed into two Gn_t and so on.
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Path n —k +1: k  —► cn —> ■ —tk  +2 —> k +1
In path 1, traversal o f link c„ complements all the bits o f u .  Then n~ k  links must be 
traversed to change the n - k  left most bit positions in u' which changed while travers­
ing link cH. Other paths can be obtained by cyclically shifting the links in path 1 to 
the left, one at a time.
Note that in forming ck links, all the used links as well as all intermediate nodes 
are outside of the Gk; therefore the union of the Gk and all the virtual ck ’s such con­
structed between every pair of nodes in Gk will make up an Fk , But Fk is the graph 
model o f FHC(£). Thus, the proof is reached. □
The intermediate nodes act as switches for routing the data. From the above theorem 
the following lemma results:
Lem m a 3: The dilation of every ck in an FHC(A) is n-A +1.
Moreover, observe that there exist exactly n - k + 1 node-disjoint paths between any 
node u and its complement u' in the k -cube. Thus the bandwidth of virtual ck *s is 
n - k + 1 times that of the other links. Figure 5.2 shows the construction of an FHC(2), 
consisting of nodes (0000, 0001, 0011, 0010), from an FHC(4). The formation of the 
virtual c 2 s between nodes (0 0 0 0 , 0 0 1 1 ) and nodes (0 0 0 1 ,0 0 1 0 ) is also depicted in the 
figure. Note that for each c 2 there exist n -k+ \= 3  alternative paths. To avoid the 
clutter, only two c -links o f the FHC(4) are shown.
(a) The Structure
-0100—5-
‘ 1 0 0 0 - ^ -
0 0 0 1
(b) Possible Paths to form the c 2  links.
Figure 5.2. Construction of an FHC(2) from an FHC(4) 
(dashed lines represent the virtual C2  links)
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5.4 R outing A lgorithm s in the FH C
In this section, optimal routing algorithms are developed for the FHC. These 
algorithms are shown to be remarkably faster than those developed for the standard 
cube.
5.4.1 One to  O ne Routing.
The following algorithm performs the routing between any pair o f nodes, namely 
u  and v , in an FH C(n).
One to One Algorithm:
input: a (u ), a (v );
Begin
a ( w )  = a ( u )  $  a (v )
If  ||a (w ) |j  £  fn/21 T hen
route the message sent from u via a path 
composed of links with labels corresponding 
to bit positions which are l ’s in a (w ).
Else
send the message to u' via the c-link ; 
route the message via a path composed o f 
links with labels corresponding to 
bit positions which are 0 ’s in a (w ).
E ndif
End.
Without loss o f generality, suppose ||f l(w ) ||= r  and bit positions wr_1..H'1H' 0 are 
all l*s and bits wn_l ..wr+lwr are all 0*s. If r £  fn /2 l ,  a path can be formed between u
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and v which corresponds to any one of r !  permutations on the ordering of 
wr-\--w \w o- casc o f r > \ n f l \  as was seen before, a c-link must be used some­
where along the path. It follows that the shortest path in this case is any permutation 
of (c fwH_i..wr+lwry Observe that in forming a path between u and v , it is immaterial 
where to use a  c -lin k , for the length of the path such obtained is always the same. 
Moreover, the number o f edges forming the shortest path between any pair o f nodes in 
FHC(/t) is at most fn /2 1. As can be seen, the above algorithm is optimal.
5.4.2 Broadcasting
As discussed in Chapter 3, the problem of broadcasting in a network can be 
modeled as one of finding a spanning tree of the graph representing the network. For 
the FHC, a spanning tree of the graph F  is to be obtained. In F , there exist many 
broadcast trees of which those with minimum height are desirable. Note that the 
height of the tree specifies the number of steps required to perform the broadcasting. 
The lower bound on the height o f such trees is fn /2 l, the diameter o f the FHC.
5.4.2.1 Spanning Binary Tree for the FHC (SBTF)
To express the broadcast tree with minimum height in F , all node addresses are 
modified by defining a mapping A from previous address space to a new address 
space. Let the root be located at node s  and a (v )=a (u ) © a ( s ) for a given node u in 
F . Then A is specified as follows:
JO v„_i..v tv0 if  |jv ||£  r« /2 l; 
aA (v ) -  A (v«—i • •v ivo) -  [ 1 v^_j..v"jr0 otherwise.
Table 5.1 shows the address mapping for a 4-cube. Having mapped the addresses, 
define the set o f integers Msfirp ( u ^ ) =  { * + l,..,n - l,n  } where k  is position o f the
highest order bit o f v=su © s that is 1 as specified before. Then,
Table 5.1. Address Mapping for a 4-cube
a ( u ) «*(“ ) a (u ) "A (">
0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 1111 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0  0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0  0 0 1 0 1101 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0  0 1 0 0 1011 1 0 1 0 0
1000 0  1 0 0 0 0111 1 1000
0 0 1 1 0  0 0 1 1
0101 0  0 1 0 1
1001 0  1001
0 1 1 0 0  0 1 1 0
1010 0  1010
1100 0  1100
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childrenSBTF (u , s ) — {(uHuH_i..um . . U q )} V m e M$BTF(u j  ).
parentSBTF (u , s ) =
q>, u = s‘,
(m„ um_i ..u* ..«,>), u*s.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show a spanning tree generated by the children (or parent) 
function for FHC(4) and FHC(5), respectively. As can be seen, the height o f SBTF is
n -cube. In the next theorem it shall be proven that SBTF covers all nodes in F . 
Theorem  9: SBTF is a spanning tree of F .
Proof: Graphs G and F  have the same set o f vertices, namely V. For the proof, it is 
sufficient to show that all nodes covered by SBT (spanning tree o f Gn ) are also 
covered by SBTF (spanning tree of Fn). The graph model o f FH C(n), namely Fn is 
symmetric. Therefore, without loss o f generality, let s be the source node (i.e. the 
root of SBTF) such that a (f)= 0 " . Consider a given node u  covered by SBT in Gn 
with the address such that \\a (u ) | |^  \rt f l \ .  Applying the transformation
A to a {u )  yields the address aA (u )=0un^1un 2 -u o- Assume k  is the highest order bit 
in u which is one, and MSB1(.u)={k+l,..,n- \ }. Since the n th  order bit of aA (u ) is 0, 
thus k is also the highest order bit in aA (u ) which is one, and 
Msbtf («)*( Jk+ 1 - 1  ,n }. Observe that Msbtf (« ) ~ ^ sbt (“  )0 1» i . and every node 
u covered by SBT is also covered by SBTF if | |a ( u ) | |£  fn /2 1. In addition, one of the 
children of node u in SBTF corresponding to {n)G M SBTp (u )  is the node u which 
can be reached from node u by traversing link n . But traversal of link n results in 
complementation of all n bits in aA (u ), i.e. aA (u )= lun_jUn _2 .zT0. Clearly, 
| |a ( u ') | |= n - | |a ( u ) | |  > [n /2 l. The complement of node u  uniquely specifies the 
node u . Therefore, every node u' with | |n ( u ') | |>  \n /2 l  is covered by SBTF. On the 
other hand, every node « ' with ||a (u ') l l>  \n t l  \ is a leaf-node in SBTF since 
aA (u )=lu„_iS rt-2  ^o and k= n , and therefore MSSTF{u >=<p. Thus all nodes o f F  with 
weight i , 0<i are uniquely covered by SBTF and the proof is reached. □
fn /2 ]  which is approximately half the height o f SBT [38], the broadcast tree for the
Figure 5.3. The Spanning Broadcast Tree (SBTF) for the FHC(4).
Figure 5.4. The Spanning Broadcast Tree (SBTF) for the FHC(5).
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5.4.2.2 SBTF Performance
The number of steps required by SBTF broadcast algorithm is fn /2 l which is 
approximately half the steps required by SBT algorithm. Now assume the communica­
tion is packet switched. Following the notation used in [38], let M denote the number 
o f elements to be received by a node, tc the transfer time for an element along a link, 
and t  the start-up time for the communication of a packet o f maximum B  elements. 
The broadcast time such obtained for SBT and SBTF, assuming all \M IB 1 packets are 
pipelined through the cube, will be:
tsBT = C Tm/bI + /i — 1 ) ( t  + Btc )
? s b t f  ~  ( Iw /f ll  + fn/ 2l  — 1) (x + Btc )
Clearly, the response time is still reduced by about 50% in SBTF. Nevertheless, for 
IA f/f ll» n , SBTF does not do much better than SBT. To improve the broadcast time 
for long messages, the concept o f Multiple Broadcast Tree for FHC (MSBTF) will be 
introduced next. MSBTF is similar to MSBT [18], and efficiently employs all links in 
the FHC network to achieve optimal broadcast time.
5.42.3 Multiple Spanning Binary Tree for the FHC (MSBTF)
The MSBTF is a directed graph composed of n+1 SBTF’s with each subtree 
rooted in each of the nodes adjacent to the source node. The root of each subtree is 
reached by any one o f the links 0 , l , . . ,n - l ,n . Moreover, each link appears twice in 
MSBTF implying bidirectional communication among nodes. The construction of 
MSBTF is very similar to that of MSBT. Each subtree rooted at a  node with incom­
ing link i (which is also incident on the root o f MSBTF) is constructed from the sub­
tree rooted at the node with incoming link 0  by right shifting all the link labels / times 
cyclically in the sequence (0 , 1, n -1  , n ). Figure 5.5 shows the MSBTF for a 4-
cube. Note that data flow is always toward the leaf nodes and therefore all link arrows 
are eliminated. Every node in MSBTF is repeated exactly n+1 times. Thus if at each 
cycle, n +1 different packets of data are fed through the cube with all nodes' ports 
working concurrently, a speedup of n+1 over SBTF is achievable.
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Figure 5.5. The Multiple Spanning Broadcast Tree (MSBTF) for FHC(4).
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As an example in Figure 5.5 every node is repeated exacdy 5 times once in each sub­
tree. The node marked in the figure can be reached via the following paths:
Path 0—>4 in the Oth subtree
Path 1—>2—>3 in the 1st subtree
Path 2—>3—> 1 in the 2 nd subtree
Path 3—>1—>2 in the 3rd subtree
Path 4—»0 in the 4th subtree
To formally define the functions associated with MSBTF, the previously defined 
mapping scheme A is employed. For simplicity, it is assumed the root to be at the 
address 0” . Let u be an arbitrary node with the address (unu„_i - - - u0) and k be 
such that uk=1, and um=0, V m e M MSBTF( i , j )  where
Mm s b t f  ~ [{k+\)m od(n +\),(.k+2)mod( n+ 1 - l )mod(n+1)}.  Hence, bit k is the 
first bit to the right of bit j  (0 £ /£ n ) cyclically which is equal to one, if k * j . For the 
special case of i =0, define Jfc=-1. For the j  th subtree in the MSBTF graph with 
source node 0 , the set of child nodes of node u is defined as follows:
childrenMSBTF ( u j , 0 ) =
(«*««-! o)» i f  * = —1;
« o ) l .
V m  €  MMSBTF  0  J  ) ’ if U j = 1, k = j\
V m  G M MSBTF (* J  >
{(Kn U „ _ , --Mm . ,U q)}  i
V m ̂  M M S B T F J ~ ^ “ l )* 
<>.
if u y - l ,  k * j ,  \ \a { u ) \ \= \n f l \ ,  n is odd\ 
if UyM), k * — 1.
if uj=  1, k * j ;
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parentMSBTF (w J  ,0) =
♦.
(unun_v .u j..u0),
(un u„_v .uk ..u0)t
if  k = -l;  
if uj=0 , k # - l ;  
if  Uj= 1 .
S.4,2.4 M SBTF Perform ance
With all ports working concurrently, (n+1) different packets can be sent from the 
source in each cycle. It thus turns out that:
tMSBT =  ( F £ 1  +  n  )( T +  B t c )
*MSBTF = ( P .  ( ^ i ) l  + H  ̂+  B tc )
Figure 5.6 depicts the variation of broadcast time under MSBT and MSBTF schemes 
vs. the dimensionality of the cube and also the number o f packets to be broadcasted. 
It is readily seen that upto 50% improvement is achieved in broadcast time indicating 
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of Broadcast Time for n —cube and FHC(/i).
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5.5 Evaluation of the FHC Param eters
The network parameters derived for the n -cube  in Chapter 3 are evaluated for 
the FHC in this section. For each parameter, the performance o f the FHC is compared 
to that of the n -cube.
5.5.1 Average Distance (d).
The average distance for the FHC can be easily obtained using the result of 
Theorem 7.
»= r»/2 i 
£  i \* i I
d  = ‘=1
N  -  1
The variation of d  vs. n is plotted in Figure 5.7. For a wide range of n the average
distance in FHC is at least 15% less than that o f the n -cube.
5.5.2 D iam eter (d).
By Theorem 6  the diameter of the FHC network is fn /2 1 which is half the diam­
eter o f the n -cube.
5.5.3 Cost (£).
By Theorem 5 the degree of the node for the FHC is n+1 and by Theorem 6  the 
diameter o f this network is fn /2 l. Thus,
£ = d ( n + l ) =  fn / 2 1 ( n + 1 )
The plot of % vs. n is shown in Figure 5.8. The cost factor for FHC is appreciably
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5.5.4 M essage Traffic Density (p).
Using the same notation as in Chapter 3, for the FHC it follows:
■ d  N  d
P (n+lJW /2  "  n +1
Figure 5.9 depicts the variation of p vs. n for both structures. While this meas­
ure is 1 for the n -cube , for FHC it is close to 0.75 and increases slightly by n . 
Nevertheless, p does not exceed 0.80 even for large systems with n = 20 (N>106).
5.5.5 Average M essage Delay (T).
Under conditions specified in Chapter 3 and adopting the same notation, the delay 
o f the FHC is given by:
d { ~ ) 2 { n ^ \ )
T  = -----------= -----
\ iC { \~ d r )
With constants p,C, and N, the above delay can be normalized as
jv _  d (n  +1)
1-J r ‘
Figure 5.10 shows the variation of T '  vs. T for both n -cu b e  and FHC. Note that 
despite the increase in number of links in the FHC, the total capacity of the network 
(C ) is kept constant. As utilization grows (higher traffic), time delay increases 
exponentially in the n -cu b e  but very slightly in FHC. The improvement of T  in FHC 
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5.6 Fault Tolerance Capabilities of FHC
5.6.1 Connectivity
By Theorem 5, the connectivity of FHC is n +1. This implies that up to n nodes 
can fail without disrupting the network. As such, connectivity does not seem to reflect 
the practical fault tolerance capability o f a network. The only way to remove n nodes 
of the n -cube and disconnect the network is to remove all the n neighbors o f any one 
node * a very unlikely event. Similarly, all a+1 neighbors of any one node in FHC ( a )  
must fail to disrupt the network. Denote such events by A? and Ap for the n -cube 
and FHC, respectively. Also, let P ( X ) represent the probability o f occurrence of event
X . Assuming a fault set o f n nodes in an n -cube, there exist )  different fault sets
out o f which only 2n result in disconnecting the network. Each of these sets is simply 
the set of all neighbors of a particular node. The same argument can be applied to the 
FHC network. It follows that,
p ( As )  = - r r -  . p ( a f ) =
o  c ; , )
and from the above,
P { A f ) -  -  P ( A S ) ~ ~ P ( A S )
F 2 " - a  2 "
Based on the above expression, one may conceivably believe that even though the con­
nectivity of the FHC is only slightly better than that of the a -cube, the probability of 
disrupting the FHC network, given a certain pattern o f faulty nodes, seems to be far 
less than that o f the a  -cube subjected to the same fault pattern. The above analysis is 
not conclusive, however, since it only considers the special case, case o f a —faults.
5.6.2 Tw o-Term inal Reliability [84]
This factor (also referred to as path reliability) is an important criterion to evalu­
ate the reliability of a communication network. The Two-Terminal Reliability between 
two nodes u and v is defined as the probability o f finding a path entirely composed of
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operational edges between u and v. The aim is to determine this factor for both 
n -cu b e  and FHC. Unfortunately, for these two networks, the number of paths 
between two nodes may be quite large. Moreover, many paths may have one or more 
links in common making the reliability analysis intractable. Therefore, a  lower bound 
on Two-Terminal Reliability shall be derived by considering a subset o f all available 
paths between two nodes in the structure.
The problem is modeled as one of finding the probability of having a path 
between 2 given nodes in G and F  corresponding to n -cu b e  and FHC, respectively. 
To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that link failures are statistically independent 
and occur randomly in time. Denote the link operational probability by p  and con­
sider any two arbitrary nodes in G or F  with Hamming distance of r  (i.e. 
r -  j |a (u )  © a (v ) ||) .  The number of edge disjoint paths between u and v by 
Menger's Theorem [82] and for n>2 is:
a) n -cu b e
r  paths of length r  
n —r paths of length r  + 2
b) FH C (n)
case (i) 0  < r <. fn /2 l
r  paths of length r  
n + l - r  paths of length r + 2
case (ii) fn /2 l  < r  £  n
n + l - r  paths of length n + l - r  
r  paths o f length n + 3 -r
Clearly, a path of length / consists o f / links and has the reliability o f p l . Define the 
following terms:
A (i ,j ): The event o f having at least one path operational out of i paths of length j
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RTS; The Two-Temiinal Reliability in n -cube 
RTf : The Two-Terminal Reliability in FHC 
P  [X ]: The probability of occurrence of X
To derive P  [A (i J)] ,  note that the probability of failure o f all i paths of length j  is 
t 1 - p J ] i . Thus,
P [ A ( i J ) ]  =  1 -  [ 1 - p i  j1 
The Two-Temiinal reliability for the n -cube  (n>2) then can be derived as follows:
RTS > P [A (r ,r)] + P [A (n - r  ,r +2)j -  P[A(r  ,r ))P [A (n - r  ,r +2)]
And for the FH C(n) (n >2), RTF can be obtained as follows:
For 0  < r <, \ n t l \
RTF > P[A(r , r)]  + F [A (n + l- r ,r+ 2 )]
-  P [A (r ,r ) ] />[A (n + l- r^ '+ 2 )] ;
and for [n / 2 1 < r S n :
RTp > F [ A ( n + l - r ,n + l - r ) ]  + F lA fr .n + S -r ) ]
- P  [A (n + l - r  ,n + l - r  )]F [A (r ,n + 3 - r )]
The Two-Terminal Reliability vs. r  is plotted in Figure 5.11 for both n -cu b e  and 
FHC. While the path reliability in the n -cu b e  drops off as distance increases, this 
curve for FHC is an inverted bell with the minimum occurring at fn /2 l. This is 
because Two-Terminal Reliability is minimum for nodes with largest distance which is 
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Figure 5.11. Two-Terminal Reliability (n =16 , p  =0.6).
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5.6.3 C ontainer
In an n -cube , the width of container between two arbitrary nodes, namely u and 
v is n and the length of the container is r+ 2  where r  is the Hamming distance 
between u and v. In the FHC between any two nodes, a  container o f width n+1 can
the container between two nodes in both n -cu b e  and FH C(n) for n =5 and r - 4. To 
quantify the quality o f a container, a factor CQ (u ,v) (Container Quality) is attributed 
to the best container existing between nodes u and v. Due to the vertex symmetry 
property of n -cube  and FHC, it suffices to designate CQ by r ,  where r is the Ham­
ming distance between u and v . Since short and wide containers are desirable, CQ ( r ) 
can be formulated as follows:
High values of CQ (r )  are favourable. Considering the number of node-disjoint 
paths between two nodes discussed in the previous section for the n -cu b e  and 
FH C(n), C Q (r) shall be evaluated as follows:
be established. Even though for 0 < r£  \ n f l \  the length o f such a path is the same as 
that o f n -cube , for fn /2 l< r£ n  this length is at most fn /2 l+ 2 . Figure 5.12 shows
CQ ( r )  = no . o f  node disjoint paths between two nodes o f  Hamming distance r 
average length o f  all node disjoint paths between two nodes
a) n -cu b e
CQslr) m
n ( r f  2 ) -  2 r
b) FHC 
case (i) O c r^ fn /2 1
case (ii) fn /2 l< r£ n
CQF(r) =








Figure 5.12. Container between two nodes (n = 6 ,r =5). 
(a) n —cube (b) FHC(n)
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Note that in case (i), no significant improvement is achieved for C Q . However, in case 
(ii) the improvement is remarkable since the length of the container is reduced by 
using complementary edges. To demonstrate the improvement obtained for C Q , define:
CQF(r) -  CQs (r)
CQ  ( r )  Improvement m  CQs (r)--------
The variation of C Q ( r ) Improvement vs. r is plotted for n =10 and n =20 in Figure 
5.13.
5.6.4 f-Fault D iam eter
As mentioned in Section 2.6.4, /  -fault diameter, d f , o f a graph is defined to be 
the maximum of the distances over all possible graphs that can occur with at most /  
faults. For the FHC(n), dn = In /2 1+1, and corresponds to a graph obtained from Fn 
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Figure 5.13. CQ  Improvement (%) vs Distance between two Nodes.
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5.7 Enhancing the  Fault Tolerance of the H ypercube
An important criterion used to judge a computer network is its fault tolerance. In 
the n -cube , the high degree o f connectivity prevents the nonfaulty processors from 
being disconnected (see Chapter 3). Moreover, the n -cu b e  has the feature that if  the 
number o f faulty nodes does not exceed n , the diameter o f the surviving network can 
be reasonably bounded [63]. But despite this high resilience, the universality o f the 
hypercube may be lost if, as a consequence of the topology changes, the fundamental 
algorithms must be reorganized in a nonuniform and inefficient way.
Fortunately, most o f the basic algorithms for universal networks, such as the 
n -cube , CCC, Butterfly or Shuffle-Exchange, have the property that they can be for­
mulated with the dimension of the network as a parameter o f the algorithm. More pre­
cisely, these algorithms can be performed on any nonfaulty d — dimensional substruc­
ture with a slow down factor o f 2H_d (see the remarks about "limited parallelism" in 
[73] and the simulations between various universal networks in [17]). This motivates 
the question, how many dimensions may be lost, when the n -cu b e  contains /  faulty 
processors. Clearly, failure of a single node destroys one dimension. Failure of as few 
as two processors may destroy two dimensions (in this case the address of one failed 
node is the bitwise complement o f the other’s). A rough answer to the above question 
has been obtained by determining the bounds on the number of lost dimensions [64]. 
The objective in the following sections is to enhance the fault tolerance of the hyper­
cube through adding some extra links such that fewer dimensions will be destroyed as 
a result of some node failures.
As mentioned earlier, the degradation in performance of the n -cube due to failure 
o f a single component (link or node) is very high. For instance, if one node or link 
fails in an n -cube , the best one can do is to extract an operational (n - l) -c u b e  from 
the damaged n-cube. This leaves approximately half the nodes and links o f the net­
work underutilized. This problem can be substantially alleviated by augmenting the 
n —cube with more interconnection links. The resultant network is referred to as Fault 
Tolerant Hypercube, or FTH. By offering many more available subcubes, the FTH
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can utilize the network components more efficiently in a faulty environment. The fol­
lowing sections address the reliability and fault tolerance issues for the FTH, and illus­
trate the superiority o f this network over the conventional standard hypcrcube.
5.8 The Structure of the Fault Tolerant Hypercube (FTH)
The FTH network is constructed from a standard hypercube by establishing spare 
links between each node and its farthest node. The spare link joining one node and its 
farthest node is called a complementary link or c -lin k . The number o f c -links is 
clearly 2n_1 and thus the link redundancy is 1 /n . Note that from a topological point of 
view both FTH and FHC are exactly the same. The main difference between the two 
is that in the FTH, complementary links serve as spares and are not active in a fault 
free environment, whereas in the FHC these links are active as long as they are non­
faulty.
Let < x Q , x ! > represent the dimensions of an n-cube. The FTH can be
visualized as a network with n +1  dimensions < jc0 * *1  xn-\ * x n > where xn is the 
dimension corresponding to c -links. Therefore, all links along dimension x i , called 
collectively sheaf i, connect nodes whose labels differ in the i th bit (for (K i <>n- 1) 
or nodes whose labels are complements (for i = n ).
Theorem  10: The sheaf c (set o f c -links) can replace any single sheaf i, 
0  £ i S « - l ,  in the FTH to yield an n-cube.
Proof: Consider an n -cu b e  whose nodes are assigned binary numbers from 0  to 2 * - l .  
Moreover, a link is labeled i if it connects two nodes whose labels differ only in the 
* —th bit. The n -cu b e  can be visualized as two subcubes o f dimension n -1  joined by 
sheaf i ( 0 £ i£ n - l) .  Each node of one subcube is connected to a unique node in the 
other subcube via a link labeled i . Now assume some links o f sheaf i are broken (i.e. 
faulty). The n -cube  can be split into two (n - l) -c u b e s  by removing all links of sheaf 
i . Now the set o f c -links is introduced to the structure. Each link is incident on two 
nodes, say u and u , whose labels differ in all bits including the ith  b it Therefore, 
each of the 2 " -1 c -links connects one node o f one (n - l) -c u b e  to a unique node of 
the other (n - l)-c u b e . It can be readily seen that the resultant network is an n -cube
with its i th sheaf replaced by sheaf c . □
This attractive feature can be exploited in the FTH to tolerate certain communica­
tion link failures. More specifically, if any single sheaf i is not operational, the new 
hypercube with dimensions < Xq , * t  *;_i , x„ > x i+\ xn-\ > can emulate the 
standard cube without any degradation in performance. When replacing a sheaf t by 
the sheaf n , a transformation T  must be performed on the set of labels. For a given 
node u with label un- i un -2- ui - u T  can be specified as follows:
Figure 5.14 shows a 3-cube along with its augmented network (FTH) in which sheaf c 
has replaced sheaf 1.
5.9 Analysis of Communication link Reliability in FTH
To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that link failures are statistically indepen­
dent and occur randomly in time. Let p  be the reliability o f a link at a given instance. 
The standard n -cu b e  is composed of n sheaves each sheaf having 2n ~ 1 links. Denote 
the reliability o f each sheaf by R&. Thus
On the other hand, all n sheaves must be operational in the standard hypercube 
whereas in the FTH, any n operational sheaves (out o f n+1) will do. Denoting the col­
lective link reliability o f the standard and the FTH by Rs and Ra respectively, it fol­
lows:
The link reliability vs. cube dimension is plotted in Figure 5.15, for both standard and 
the FTH, and for p=0.99. The plot indicates the superiority o f the augmented cube 
over the standard cube.
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5.10 Subcube Reliability of the FTH
Partitioning a fault free hypercube into subcubes that can be allocated to different 
tasks is a common practice [85],[86], Partitioning also provides a good measure of the 
ability of a faulty structure to degrade gracefully. Intuitively, the FTH should offer a 
better fault resilience compared to the n -cube , since the robustness o f the FTH is 
improved due to c -links. The following lemmas provide a quantification o f the abil­
ity of these networks to embed subcubes o f various dimensions in a fault free environ­
ment.
Lem m a 4: The number o f k -cubes in any n -cu b e  is J 2" “*, where Ook<n.
Proof: Each k -cube can be represented by an n -tuple where (n - k ) bits are fixed and 
the remaining k  bits specify the dimensions spanned by the k  -cube. For a given set 
o f k  bit positions, there exist 2R~* different ways to label the remaining ( n - k )  bits.
On the other hand, there are j ways to choose k bits out o f n bits. Thus the proof
is reached. □
L em m a 5: The number o f k -cubes in any FTH(n) is j 2"- *, where 0£jfc<n.
Proof: By Theorem 10, the set of spare links or sheaf c can replace any set o f links in 
a given dimension. This means that in the FTH, there exist (n+1) dimensions from 
which one can choose the k dimensions required to construct a k -cube. Thus the 
proof follows. □
rt 1From Lemmas 4 and 5, the number o f k  -cubes in the FTH (n) is a* = -----------
n - * + l
times the number of k -cubes in the n -cube . Observe that a R = n+1. This implies 
that there exist (n+1) n -cubes in the FTH(n). While all these n -cu b es share the 
same set o f nodes, they are distinguished by the n sheaves they possess. More for­
mally, the ith  n-cube possess all the sheaves < x 0 , X\  , .. , x n > except for the sheaf 
x t , where 0Si fin. The significance of this property o f the FTH lies in the fact that 
there is no degradation in network performance if one link fails. In case of a node 
failure, degradation is unavoidable for there is no spare to replace the failed nodes.
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Observe that a* increases with k .  For instance, there are twice as many 2-cubes in 
the FTH(3) as there are in the 3-cube. This observation is important since in case of 
some node failures in the system, the FTH degrades to a cube of lower dimension 
more gracefully than does the n -cube. Next a node failure model is applied to both 
n -cu b e  and FTH, and the the subcube reliability of these structures are comparatively 
analyzed.
5.10.1 A Node Failure Model
As mentioned previously, a single node failure in an n -cu b e  destroys one dimen­
sion. Subsequent node failures may or may not destroy further dimensions depending 
on the fault sites. In the worst case, if the node at the opposite comer of the first 
faulty node fails, two dimensions will be lo s t Given an arbitrary set o f node failures, a 
fault free (n -l)-subcube exists if and only if  all the faulty nodes can fit in an i -cube, 
i<n (Necessity follows from the above example ; sufficiency becomes obvious when 
considering that an n -cu b e  may be divided into two disjoint (n -l)-cu b es  and the 
faulty nodes placed totally within one of the subcubes).
The expression for subcube reliability o f an n -cu b e  has been derived by Abra­
ham and Padmana [65] using a node failure model based on Markov chain. The same 
model can be applied to the FTH in order to determine the subcube reliability o f this 
network. But before doing so, the derivation of the reliability expression as well as 
the mean time to failure [65] are briefly reviewed. Let S, be the system state in which 
all node failures in the cube are contained in an i - cube, but not in an (i'-l)-cube for 
OSiCn. In terms of functional subcubes, state S, can be characterized as embedding 
exactly n - i  disjoint subcubes o f order n - l , n  . This sequence o f functional sub- 
cube sizes is unique if one insists on a maximal disjoint subcube at each point in the 
sequence (Note that while the size sequence is unique, there may be many ways to 
generate a subcube of a particular size). For example, the functional subcubes existing 
in an 8 -cube are shown in Figure 5.16, where a cube is represented as a rectangle. In 
the figure, the set of faulty nodes are contained in a 4-cube and, therefore, the system 
is in state 5 4.
Figure 5.16. Functional Subcubes existing in an 8-cube.
(each box and each number represent 
a cube and its dimension respectively).
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In state SH no embedding of a functional (n -l)-cu b e  is possible. This state may 
be defined as the fatal case since no operational (n -l)-cu b e  can be obtained in this 
state. Finally state SG represents the initial fault free state o f the n -cube . All nodes 
are assumed to have an identical exponential failure distribution with constant rate X.
The transition from S{ to $i+j (0 < /£ n - i )  occurs when an additional node has 
failed outside the damaged /-cube. In this case the new damaged cube will be o f size 
i + j . To determine the transition rate, imagine the n -cu b e  as split across i dimensions 
such that each node in the original damaged /-cu b e  is in a  separate partition. Each of 
the resultant 2 ‘ partitions is an (n - /  )*cube containing exactly one node from the dam­
aged /-cube . The new failure must be in one of these partitions, say C. Further, all 
paths within partition C cross none of the / dimensions used during the splitting pro­
cess. Therefore, if the new failure in C  is distance j  away from the node in C that 
belongs to the damaged i -cube, all damaged nodes in the system may be contained in 
an ( i+j) ’cube. There are such nodes in each C , leading to a transition rate of
Let PG (r) be the probability that the system is in state SG. Generally, denoting 
the probability o f being in state S( by P,(t) ,  the state equations for the system are 
given by [65]:
= - X ( N - l ) P 0(t) + XNPg ( t )
— = -X (N -2 ‘ )/*,<«> +  2' [ nt _ j  J P, . 0  < i £  n.
The initial conditions are PG (0) = 1, and /*, (0) = 0 for all i .
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The cumulative probabilities /?,-(f), 0< /<« , as
RG(t) = PG(t)
R 0i t)  = P 0( 0  + Rc it)
/(,(*) = P ; ( f ) +*;_!</)*
where Rc  i t ) is the cumulative probability that the system is good at t (no failures up
to r).
Thus, Rj (/)  is the probability that all node failures (if any) up to time t are con­
tained within an /-cube , leaving n —i functional subcubes o f order n - l , . . , i .  Let Ti 
represent the system’s mean time to failure corresponding to state St . Then Ti can be 
evaluated by integrating the expression for Ri i t ).
The transition rates for the M r i  can be obtained by deriving the related expres­
sions for an FTH(3) and generalizing them to the case of FTH(n). But before doing 
so, a definition and a lemma are in order.
Definition: Consider an n -cube  and an integer k ,  0<k<n. This cube can be
envisaged as a k - cube whose vertices are each a cube of dimension (n —k ). The 
conversion of dimension from n to k in this manner is called the cube compression , 
and the resulting k -cube is referred to as the compressed cube. The nodes and links 
o f the compressed cube are called vertices and bundles, respectively.
Lem m a 6 : An FTH(n) can be compressed to an FTHOt) by replacing each ( n - k  )- 
cube by a single vertex, and the set of 2* links between any two adjacent vertices by a 
single bundle.
Proof: The proof is obvious.
Lem m a 7: Consider any transition 5, —>S, +y in FTH(n) for 0£ /< n . Then j<*\ n^ 11-
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Proof: Proof is by contradiction. Assume j  > p”" * 1 > and compress the FTH (n) to
obtain an F T H (« - i). Clearly, prior to the transition, one o f the vertices in the {n - i  )- 
cube is faulty (this corresponds to the faulty i-cu b e  in the original cube). Therefore, 
the transition 5, in the n —cube is similar to the transition S q—*Sj in the ( n - i )-
cube, (failure of one node of the n -cu b e  is sufficient to make the vertex containing it 
faulty). But the latter transition must have occurred due to the failure of a vertex, j  
hops away from the first failed vertex. This is impossible since the diameter o f the
F T H (n -i)  is at most r*  *]. □
Now consider the transition S 0—*S} for a given FTH(n). Since the topology of 
the FTH (n) is similar to that o f FH C(n), according to Theorem 7 there are N} nodes 
at distance j  from the first failed node. Failure o f any one o f these nodes can result in 
the above transition. Therefore, the transition rate is XN} . To derive the rates for the 
case / >0 , consider the following lemma.
Lem m a 8 : The rate for transition St —>Si+j in an FTH (n) is 2‘ times that for transition 
S 0—>Sj in an F T H (n -i).
Proof: The FTH(n) can be compressed to form an F T H (n -i). State St (a faulty 
i-cu b e) in the FTH (n) corresponds to state S 0 (a faulty vertex) in the F H C (n -i). The 
transition S, +y occurs if a node fails in such a way that j  dimensions, other than 
those spanned by the faulty /-cube , are destroyed resulting in a faulty i+ j -cube in the 
FT H (n). This resembles the transition S q—*Sj caused by the failure o f one vertex, j  
hops away from the first failed vertex in the F T H (n -i). But there are 2 ' nodes in 
each vertex which can make that vertex faulty. Thus, the proof is complete. □
The transition rates for any FT H (n) can be obtained using Lemmas 7 and 8 . Fig­
ure 5.17 shows the state transition for both 3-cube and FTH(3). As an example, sup­
pose nodes 000 and 001 in the FTH(3) are faulty (see Figure 5.1). Thus, the network 
is in State S  j since the faulty nodes can be embedded in a 1-cube. Subsequent failure 
of any one o f the remaining nodes will bring the network to State S 2- Note that tran­
sition *S3 is impossible according to Lemma 7. Table 5.2 summarizes the
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transition rates for the FTH(n), 4£n£8. The cumulative probabilities R, ( t ) for the 
FTH(it) can be obtained using the same approach as in the n-cube. However, it 
appears that no closed form for these terms can be obtained. Figure 5.18 shows the 
cumulative probabilities for both the n -cu b e  and the FTH, for various n , under the 
node failure model. The Tn^ ' s  are shown in Table 5.3 for both structures, and the 
improvement in this factor is shown in Table 5.4. The theoretical results have been 










Figure 3.17. State Transitions under Node Failure Model.
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Table 5.2. Transition Rates for the Node Failure Model
Transition «®3 n=4 *=5 a >6 n*7 8
( { ) ( ? ) ( I > ( ? ) ( ? )
So- *̂ 2 ( ! ) ( | ) ( 6 ) ' 2 } < I > ( » )
( 9  \
y 2 >
Sq—¥S-} ( 5 ) ( 3 ) ( ? )
( 9 \  
\  3 )
Sq—>£4 - - ( J )
/  9 \
1 &..L
S i—>J] *■<?> 2’ ( f  ) 2‘ ( ? ) 2’ < f  ) 2‘ ( J ) 2'  ( ? )
S i — 3 2 ' ( ? ) 2‘ d ) 2* ( 2 > 2 ' d > 2 - c ! ) 21 ( 2 )
S]—>S4 - - 2* ( 2 ) 2 ' ( ? ) 21 ( ? )
Sj->Ss - - 2 ' ( I )
Sj—tS 3 2 * d ) 23 ( 1 ) 22 ( ? ) 2’ ( ? ) 2J ( ? ) * ( ] )
S2—*S4 - - 2 * d ) 2’ ( | ) 2 M ? ) 2H i )
Sj—>Sj - - 2 > ( ? ) 2J ( I )
S3—*S4 - * • ( ! ) 23 ( |  ) 2’ d ) 2 > ( ? ) 2J ( ? )
S3—»Ss - - 2’ d ) 2s ( 2 ) 2J ( ? )
S3—>Sft - - 2’ ( ? )
S4->Ss - - 2* ( J ) 2 * ( ? ) 2-<?  ) 2 * ( ? )
S4-+S4 - - 24 ( 3 1 * \  ? ) 2* ( |  )
Ss-*S6 - - 2J ( D 25 ( | ) 2s ( ? )
Sj—>S7 - - - - 2 > ( | )
S*-»St - - - 2*( J ) 2 * ( ? )
S7—>S 1 - - - - - 2’ ( | )
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Tabic 5.3. Subcubes* Mean Time to Failure * (X = l(T5//tr r ).













































































t  In each entry, top number corresponds to the n -cube and the bottom one corresponds to FTH(n).
Table 5.4. Improvement in Mean Time to Failure in FTH(/t)

































































t  The numbers in parenthesis are the simulation results.
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5.11 Discussion
In this chapter, a new interconnection topology, the Folded Hypercube (FHC), has 
been introduced and investigated. The basic properties o f this topology have been 
derived and compared to those of the standard n-cube. It has been shown that the 
folded hypercube has many of the appealing features o f the n -cu b e  such as node and 
edge symmetry. In addition, the folded hypercube has been shown to be superior to the 
n -cu b e  in many communication aspects. In particular, halved diameter, better aver­
age distance, shorter delay in communication links, less message traffic density, and 
lower cost make this new structure very promising. Furthermore, the FHC outper­
forms the n -cube in terms of time complexity of its routing algorithms for one to one 
and broadcasting.
An FHC may be thought o f as a fault tolerant hypercube augmented with some 
spare links. Communication link reliability in such a case is fairly improved. The 
presence of spare links makes an extra dimension available in the hypercube, resulting 
in the availability of many more subcubes in the network than those existing in the 
nonredundant hypercube. This attractive feature makes the fault tolerant hypercube 
degrade gracefully in a faulty environment.
The FHC suffers from two shortcomings, however. Unlike the standard hyper- 
cube, the FHC can not be partitioned such that the unit dilation (i.e. the distance 
between logically adjacent nodes) is preserved. Partitioning o f the FHC can be only 
done virtually which results in some lengthy links. Also, a single node failure causes 
the FHC to degrade to i) a standard (n -l)-cube , or ii) a virtual F H C (n -l) . Depending 
on the application and the specific design goals, FH C 's attractive features may indeed 
outweigh its drawbacks. Generally speaking, FHC offers the designer a viable design 
choice that cannot be overlooked in a wide range of multiprocessing environments.
CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
Devising a highly efficient network to interconnect many processing elements is 
an essential and nontrivial task. This work presented and investigated a class of 
hypercube-based networks for parallel processing applications. The efficiency o f these 
networks has been improved by reducing the communication time among the process­
ing elements. The networks in this class have one thing in common. They all can be 
obtained by selectively and systematically adding some extra links to the standard 
hypercube.
The Bridged Hypercube (BHC) can be established by introducing a small amount 
o f link redundancy to the standard hypercube. The analysis o f this network has been 
based on grouping the nodes according to their Hamming weights and then connecting 
two particular groups of nodes via extra links. The BHC can lend itself to algorithms 
which rely mainly on the short paths between nodes. For such algorithms, any graph 
with low diameter will suffice. In addition, basic routing algorithms (i.e. one to one 
and broadcasting) have been developed for the BHC and shown to be 50% faster than 
algorithms devised for the standard hypercube. The main drawback o f the BHC, how­
ever, is its asymmetry. Therefore, algorithms developed for this network are more 
complex.
It has been further shown that some low-diameter structures employing smaller 
amount o f redundancy can be utilized at the expense o f more complicated routing 
algorithms. For instance, the Narrow Bridged Hypercube (NBHC) has been shown to 
have 1/4 as many extra links as BHC and a slightly larger diameter. The open prob­
lem in this regard is that o f finding an optimal number o f extra links and their posi­
tioning to halve the diameter of the hypercube.
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The Folded Hypercube (FHC) introduced in Chapter 5 is an attractive network. 
Like the n-cube, the FHC has been shown to be vertex symmetric, edge symmetric, 
and strongly resilient. Beyond sharing these important network characteristics with the 
n-cube, the FHC has such additional virtues as: low diameter, low average distance, 
and low average message delay. One disadvantage of the FHC is that it cannot be 
partitioned into FHC’s of lower dimension with dilation one. Nevertheless, partition­
ing can be done virtually resulting in some lengthy links in the structure.
The extra links in the FHC can serve as spares for the hosting hypercube. In such 
a case, the extra links have been shown to provide many subcubes within the original 
hypercube. For this reason, the FTH exhibits a graceful degradation in performance 
when components are prone to failures, In a fault free environment, where subcubes of 
the original cube are to be allocated to incoming tasks, the spare links can provide 
more available subcubes by introducing an extra dimension to the system. In this 
regard, an efficient algorithm for allocation and deallocation of the subcubes in a 
hypercube of given dimension is to be devised.
Clearly, there are many open problems on the FHC to be addressed. While some 
algorithms involving binary trees (i.e. broadcasting) have been developed to run on the 
FHC with the speedup of 50%, many other classical algorithms have not been 
addressed. Sorting, for instance, is a fundamental problem whose solution could well 
be useful in a variety of applications. Intuitively, this problem can be solved more 
efficiently on the FHC than on the n -cube due to the low diameter of the FHC. Load 
balancing is another important task which seemingly can be carried out faster on the 
FHC.
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APPENDIX I
Proof of Theorem 4
Theorem  4: The diameter o f NBHC(n, p ) o f dimension n is n/2+3.
Proof: Similar to the case of the BHC network, the NBHC network can be partitioned 
into groups I, II, i n ,  and IV  as defined before. The two nodes s  and d  can belong to 
any o f these four groups resulting in 16 different cases. Distinguished cases, however, 
are those in which s resides in group I or II (d can be anywhere). The proof is car­
ried out by showing that any arbitrary pair o f nodes can communicate in at most 
n/2+3 hops. The communication between a pair of nodes takes place following an 
algorithm whose complexity is shown to be at most n/2+3. The basic idea in routing 
between two nodes is to arrive (when profitable) at the site of a  c - lin k  by changing 
the weight of the source to n /4  or 3n/4, whichever takes fewer steps. However, care 
must be taken such that the p  th bit o f the source is changed to 1 (0 ) if  it is already 0  
(1) and if a node in Wn/4  ( H ^ ^ )  is to be reached. To formally describe these algo­
rithms some definitions are in order.
Let p be an integer where O ^pS n-1 , and M  be a  set such that 
M qo , Wqi t W j o , M u  }. Define:
The routing algorithms also depend on the position o f the p th  bit. More specifically.
M  if  SP *  **
M - [ g p ) if  gp e  M
In addition, the following variables are defined:
A *  83 +  64 -  n /4 
A' ■ 3«/4 -  (83  +  84) 
e ■ A -  64 
e ' *  A' -  81
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p  may be such that gp belongs to one of the sets: A/qq, Af01 M 10 or Af u . Thus, for 
every subcase, all these four possibilities are considered.
Case (i): j  in I and d  anywhere.
Define A*/i 14 -  (8 3 +6 4 ). The idea here is to increase the weight o f s  such that a node 
in is reached which is incident on a c -link. Two subcases are considered:
Subcase (a): A£5t
1 - g , e A f 10or gp * M n  f .
The p th  bit o f s  is already 1 and does not need to change when a node in WH/4 is 
being reached. Thus, Algorithm 1 (sec Chapter 4) can be employed and the time 
complexity is NH 12.
2 - gpeMoo
Algorithm  7. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement the p  th bit in Af 00 
Step 2: Complement A -l bits o f A /fo .
Step 3: Take the c -link.
Step 4: Correct the differing bits.
In Step 1, the p  th bit is changed to 1. This will increase the weight o f s by 
1. Thus, in Step 2, A -l bits o f M qq (rather than A) are complemented. At the 
end of Step 2 , a node is reached which is incident on a c -lin k  (since
5^ = 1. Thus, the c -lin k  can be used in Step 3. Moreover, the time complexity of 
Algorithm 7 is the same as that of Algorithm 1. The only difference between 
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 7 is that in the former any A bits in M qq can be com­
plemented in the first step, whereas in the latter these A bits must include the p th  
bit. Thus N H ^n /2 .
t  This also means that sp (i.e. the p th bit of label j )  is equal to 1.
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3 - gp e  A/ 01
Algorithm 8. 
input: s  and d
Step 1: Complement the p th  bit in M 0l
Step 2: Complement any A -l bits in Mqq.
Step 3: Take the c-link .
Step 4; Correct the differing bits.
The c -lin k  is available in Step 3, since the p  th bit is changed to one in Step 1. 
By complementing the p th  bit o f and A - l bits o f M qq, a node s ' e  Wn/4 is 
reached. At this point, dH (s' 4  )=(D 1—1)+^2—1+8 3 . The c —link is then taken to 
arrive at t f  e  where dH((f 4 )= n  - (A -I+ 8 2 - I+ S 3). Thus,
A ^ //= l+ A -l+ l+ n -(A -l+ 82“ ^+®3)* Subject to the condition 52+53> n /2 , it follows: 
N H Z n t  2+2.
Subcase (b): A>5]
1 - 8p e M l0 or gp e M u
Algorithm 2 can be employed for this subcase. The c -lin k  is available in Step 2, 
because the p th  bit which is initially 1 does not change in the first step of the 
algorithm. Clearly, NH <ji /2.
2  - gp e  M qq
Here also, Algorithm 2 can be used. Since in Step 1 of the Algorithm 2 all Si 
bits o f M w  including the p th bit are changed to one’s, the c -lin k  is available in 
Step 2. Thus, the time Complexity is N H S n f 2.
3 -  gp^M01
Algorithm 9. 
input: s and d .
Step 1: Complement all St bits o f M qq in s .
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Step 2; Complement the p  th bit 
Step 3: Complement e—1 bits of Af01.
Step 4: Take the c-link .
Step 5: Complement the differing bits.
Comparison of this algorithm with Algorithm 2 reveals that the time complexity 
of the two are the same. The only change in Algorithm 9 is that the p th  bit is 
selectively complemented in the domain of M q\, in order to reach a node o f Wn/4 
which is incident on the bridge. This, however, does not affect the time complex­
ity. Thus, NH <jx 12.
Case (li): s in U and d  anywhere.
Subcase (a): A<84
In this subcase, the weight of s is reduced to n /4  by changing some bits in its label 
from l ’s to 0 ’s. Nevertheless, the p th  bit o f  the label must be 1 prior to using a 
c —link.
1 - e  M jo or e  Af j j
Algorithm 10. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement any A bits o f A/fj in 5 .
Step 2: Take the c —link.
Step 3: Correct the differing bits one at a time.
This algorithm is similar to Algorithm 3. If p e A / n , since A<6 4, the p  th bit can 
be sidestepped when complementing A bits of Afu . Thus the c - lin k  will be 
available in Step 2. If p  e  M 10, the p  th bit remains the same during Step 1 and 
the c -lin k  is available in Step 2. The complexity of Algorithm 10 is therefore 
the same as that o f Algorithm 3, i.e. NH<j i /2.
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2  - gp e M  oo
Algorithm 11. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement the p th  bit in M 00
Step 2: Complement A -l bits in M n .
Step 2: Take the e -link .
Step 3: Correct the differing bits one at a time.
The c - lin k  is available since the p th  bit is changed to 1 in Step 1. Let s' be the 
node reached after Step 2. Thus, dH ( j ' (d)=l+A-l+5y+*63. After the c - lin k  is 
taken and node t f  is reached, dH{et ,d )=n ~{dH (s' j i) ) .  Thus, the time complexity
is: A ///= l+ A -l+ l+ /i —(A+Sj+Aj)- After applying the constraint ^  and
some algebraic manipulations, it follows: NH  £n 12.
3 - p e M o i
Algorithm 12. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement the p  th bit in Af0i 
Step 2: Complement A—1 bits in 
Step 3: Take the c -lin k .
Step 4: Correct the differing bits one at a time.
The c -lin k  is available, for the p th  bit is complemented prior to Step 3. At the 
end of Step 1, a node s' is reached such that dH (s' 4  )=A- 1 +S3+S2- 1 . The 
number o f remaining bits to be corrected in Step 4 is therefore, n - d H( s \d ) .  
Thus: N H —1+A—1+1+n —(A—I+S3+&2— 1 )■ But /2, and NH  ̂ /i /2+2.
Subcase (b): A=54
1 -  gp e M n orgp e M i0
Algorithm 1 can be employed here. The p  th bit is 1 and remains the same before
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using the c -link. Also NH  £rt 12.
2 - gp eMoo
Once again, Algorithm 1 can be used. By complementing all S4 bits o f the 
p  th bit changes to 1 making a  c -link  available before Step 2.
3 - gp e  M qi
Here, Algorithm 8  with complexity of NH <j i /2+\ can be used.
Subcase (c): A>54 
Subcase (cl): 63<52- l
1 - gP* M u
Algorithm 13. 
input: s and d .
Step 1: Complement all 54- l  bits o f .
Step 2: Complement e+1 bits o f M  l0.
Step 3: Take the c-link .
Step 4: Correct the differing bits.
Note that in the fust step the p  th bit does not change and remains 1 providing a 
c -link  before Step 3. After the first step, a node s ' € Wn/4 is reached. Moreover, 
dff(s'  td)= 8 4 -  1 + 83 — ( e + 1) + 62- A simple analysis will reveal that 
NH  =n /2+ 3+S3—62- But since i ^ S j - l ,  the complexity o f Algorithm 13 is : 
NHZni2+l.
2  - g p S A f  10
Algorithm 14. 
input: s and d .
Step 1: Complement all 64 bits o f M u .
Step 2: Complement £ bits o f Affo- 
Step 3: Take the c -link .
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Step 4: Correct the differing bits.
Algorithm 14 is similar to Algorithm 4 and has the same complexity. The only 
difference is that in Algorithm 14, when complementing e bits o f M 10, the bit p  
must remain intact. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 14 is : NH  £n 12.
3 - gp e M o o
Algorithm 15. 
input: s and d .
Step 1: Complement the p th  bit o f M m .
Step 2: Complement all 84 bits o f M u .
Step 3: Complement e+1 bits o f M 10.
Step 4: Take the c-link .
Step 5: Correct the differing bits.
Complementing the p  th bit o f 5 in Step 1 guarantees that a c -link  will be avail­
able when the node s' is reached prior to Step 4. However, this increases the 
weight o f s by one. To compensate for this, e+1 bits (rather than e bits) o f M t0 
are changed in Step 3). The distance between s ' and d  is thus: 
dH (5 ' > = 84+ 83-(e+ l> fS 2+l- After taking the c - lin k  a node dt is reached such 
that: d t f i t f  4 ) = n - d t{{s',d)- The time complexity therefore will be:
NH  = l+S 4+(e+1)+ l+(n —84—83+£—82 ) = n /2+3-82+83 
Noting that 83<82- l ,  it follows: JV //£n/2+l.
4- l p e M 0I
Algorithm 16. 
input: s and d .
Step 1: Complement the p th  bit o f M 0i.
Step 2: Complement all 64 bits o f M 1}.
Step 3: Complement e+1 bits o f M 10.
Step 4: Take the c -link.
Step 5: Correct the differing bits.
The p th  must be changed to 1 in order to have a c - lin k  available at the site of 
Wn/4. Thus e+1 bits o f M  io must be changed. The distance between s ' , the node 
at which the message arrives after Step 3, and d  is: dH (s' )=8 4+S3- (e + 1 )+&2~ 1 •
After taking the c -lin k , a node d  is reached such that: dH (tf  td)=n~(dH (s ' td )). 
Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 16 is:
NH  = l+ 84+ e+ l+ l+ n  —(84+63—(e+1 >+62—1). Simplifying the expression and consid­
ering the constraints, it follows:
NH =n Z2+5+53-& 2 or NH<ji /2+3.
Subcase (c2): 83^ 6 2 -1
In this subcase it is advantageous to increase the weight o f the label s to 
arrive at lV3n/4 "rather than decrease the weight and arrive at Wn/4). Since the p  th 
bit o f any node of W 3#l/4 incident on a c -  link is 0 , before using the c -lin k  the 
p  th bit o f  the label must be 0 .
1 - 11
Algorithm 16. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement the p th  bit o f M n  
Step 2: Complement 5i bits of 
Step 3: Complement e '+ l bits o f M 01.
Step 4: Take the c-link .
Step 5: Correct the differing bits.
The p  th bit which is initially 1 must change to 0. This will decrease the weight 
o f the label by one. Thus, e '+ l bits (rather than e ' bits) of M 0i must be comple­
mented. After Step 3, a node s' is arrived such that:
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dH (s',d )= S j +&2~(e'+ 1 )+&3+ 1 • Then the c -lin k  then can be taken to arrive at a 
node ( f  such that: dH(<f jt)= n  —(Sj+f^-Ke'+l)—S 3 - I ) .  The complexity o f this 
algorithm is: N H =l+6 j+e'+l+l+dfw (<f M )=3+2£'+8i+64. But e 's f ij-n  /4, and 
83^82-1 . It follows:
AWfin/2+3.
2  - gp e M  10
Algorithm 17. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement the p  th bit o f M 10 
Step 2: Complement 8 | bits o f M m  
Step 3: Complement e '+ l bits o f .
Step 4: Take the c -link.
Step 5: Correct the differing bits.
Using the same reasoning as before, the complexity o f Algorithm 17 is given by: 
N H = l+ 8 1+e'+l+1+n - ( 5 1-h82- (e '+ 1 >+63-1 ). It follows that:
NH i n  /2+3.
3 - g p e M w
Algorithm 18. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement 6 ] - l  bits o f M fo  
Step 2: Complement e '+ l b i ts o f M 01.
Step 4: Take the c -lin k .
Step 5: Correct the differing bits.
All the bits o f iVf 00 must be complemented except for the p  th bit which must 
remain 0. The complexity of Algorithm 18 will be given by;
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N //= 8 1- l -w ,+ l+ l+ « - (S 1- l+ S 2-(e'+l>+'83). I* follows that NH  £n /2+ l.
4 - g p * M o i
Algorithm 19. 
input: s and d
Step 1: Complement Sj hits o f M w  
Step 2: Complement e ' bits o f .
Step 3: Take the c -lin k .
Step 4: Correct the differing bits.
r
From the above algorithm, the complexity is given by:
NH  = n i l  + 1 + 62  -  83 .
After some simplifications it follows: NH <, n /2  + 1.
The time complexity (i.e. NH) of all the above algorithms is no more than 
n/2+3. This implies that any arbitrary pair o f nodes in an n-dim ensional NBHC 
can communicate in at most n/2+3 hops. On the other hand, one can easily find 
a pair of nodes which can communicate in exactly (no fewer than) n /2+3 +. Thus 
the proof is reached. □
The flowchart for routing between two nodes in an n -dim ensional NBHC is 
shown in Figure. In the flowchart, sp represents the p  th bit o f  label s .
t  For instance, a pair o f nodes which satisfy the upperbound of NH in part 1 
or 2 o f Subcase (c2).
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